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THE ETA INVARIANT AND EQUIVARIANT INDEX OF
TRANSVERSALLY ELLIPTIC OPERATORS
JOCHEN BRU¨NING, FRANZ W. KAMBER, AND KEN RICHARDSON
Abstract. We prove a formula for the multiplicities of the index of an equi-
variant transversally elliptic operator on a G-manifold. The formula is a sum
of integrals over blowups of the strata of the group action and also involves eta
invariants of associated elliptic operators. Among the applications, we obtain
an index formula for basic Dirac operators on Riemannian foliations, a problem
that was open for many years.
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1. Introduction
Suppose that a compact Lie group G acts by isometries on a compact, con-
nected Riemannian manifold M , and let E = E+⊕E− be a graded, G-equivariant
Hermitian vector bundle over M . We consider a first order G-equivariant differ-
ential operator D = D+ : Γ (M,E+) → Γ (M,E−) that is transversally elliptic,
and let D− be the formal adjoint of D+.
The group G acts on Γ (M,E±) by (gs) (x) = g · s (g−1x), and the (possibly
infinite-dimensional) subspaces ker (D+) and ker (D−) are G-invariant subspaces.
Let ρ : G → U (Vρ) be an irreducible unitary representation of G, and let χρ =
tr (ρ) denote its character. Let Γ (M,E±)ρ be the subspace of sections that is the
direct sum of the irreducible G-representation subspaces of Γ (M,E±) that are
unitarily equivalent to the representation ρ. It can be shown that the extended
operators
Dρ,s : H
s
(
Γ
(
M,E+
)ρ)→ Hs−1 (Γ (M,E−)ρ)
are Fredholm and independent of s, so that each irreducible representation of G
appears with finite multiplicity in kerD± (see Corollary 3.3). Let a±ρ ∈ Z≥0 be
the multiplicity of ρ in ker (D±).
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The study of index theory for such transversally elliptic operators was initiated
by M. Atiyah in the early 1970s ([2]). The virtual representation-valued index of
D is given by
indG (D) :=
∑
ρ
(
a+ρ − a−ρ
)
[ρ] ,
where [ρ] denotes the equivalence class of the irreducible representation ρ. The
index multiplicity is
indρ (D) := a+ρ − a−ρ =
1
dimVρ
ind
(
D|Γ(M,E+)ρ→Γ(M,E−)ρ
)
.
In particular, if ρ0 is the trivial representation of G, then
indρ0 (D) = ind
(
D|Γ(M,E+)G→Γ(M,E−)G
)
,
where the superscript G implies restriction to G-invariant sections.
There is a clear relationship between the index multiplicities and Atiyah’s
equivariant distribution-valued index indg (D); the multiplicities determine the
distributional index, and vice versa. Let {X1, . . . , Xr} be an orthonormal basis of
the Lie algebra of G. Let LXj denote the induced Lie derivative with respect to
Xj on sections of E, and let C =
∑
j L∗XjLXj be the Casimir operator on sections
of E. The space Γ (M,E±)ρ is a subspace of the λρ-eigenspace of C. The virtual
character indg (D) is given by (see [2])
indg (D) := “tr (g|kerD+)− tr (g|kerD−) ”
=
∑
ρ
indρ (D)χρ (g) .
Note that the sum above does not in general converge, since kerD+ and kerD−
are in general infinite-dimensional, but it does make sense as a distribution on
G. That is, if dg is the normalized, biinvariant Haar measure on G, and if
φ = β +
∑
cρχρ ∈ C∞ (G), with β orthogonal to the subspace of class functions
on G, then
ind∗ (D) (φ) = “
∫
G
φ (g) indg (D) dg”
=
∑
ρ
indρ (D)
∫
φ (g) χρ (g) dg =
∑
ρ
indρ (D) cρ,
an expression which converges because cρ is rapidly decreasing and ind
ρ (D) grows
at most polynomially as ρ varies over the irreducible representations of G. From
this calculation, we see that the multiplicities determine Atiyah’s distributional
index. Conversely, let α : G → U (Vα) be an irreducible unitary representation.
Then
ind∗ (D) (χα) =
∑
ρ
indρ (D)
∫
χα (g)χρ (g) dg = ind
αD,
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so that complete knowledge of the equivariant distributional index is equiva-
lent to knowing all of the multiplicities indρ (D). Because the operator
D|Γ(M,E+)ρ→Γ(M,E−)ρ is Fredholm, all of the indices indG (D) , indg (D), and
indρ (D) depend only on the stable homotopy class of the principal transverse
symbol of D.
Let us now consider the heat kernel expression for the index multiplicities.
The usual McKean-Singer argument shows that, in particular, for every t > 0,
the index indρ (D) may be expressed as the following iterated integral:
indρ (D) =
∫
x∈M
∫
g∈G
str g ·K (t, g−1x, x) χρ (g) dg |dx|
=
∫
x∈M
∫
g∈G
(
tr g ·K+ (t, g−1x, x)− tr g ·K− (t, g−1x, x)) χρ (g) dg |dx|
(1.1)
where K± (t, ·, ·) ∈ Γ (M ×M,E∓  (E±)∗) is the kernel for e−t(D∓D±+C−λρ) on
Γ (M,E±), letting |dx| denote the Riemannian density over M .
A priori, the integral above is singular near sets of the form⋃
Gx∈[H]
x×Gx ⊂M ×G,
where the isotropy subgroup Gx is the subgroup of G that fixes x ∈M , and [H]
is a conjugacy class of isotropy subgroups.
A large body of work over the last twenty years has yielded theorems that ex-
press indg (D) and
∫
M
(tr g ·K+ (t, g−1x, x)− tr g ·K− (t, g−1x, x)) |dx| in terms
of topological and geometric quantities, as in the Atiyah-Segal-Singer index the-
orem for elliptic operators [5] or the Berline-Vergne Theorem for transversally
elliptic operators [9],[10]. However, until now there has been very little known
about the problem of expressing indρ (D) in terms of topological or geometric
quantities which are determined at the different strata of the G-manifold M .
The special case when all of the isotropy groups are the same dimension was
solved by M. Atiyah in [2], and this result was utilized by T. Kawasaki to prove
the Orbifold Index Theorem (see [32]). Our analysis is new in that the integral
over the group in (1.1) is performed first, before integration over the manifold,
and thus the invariants in our index theorem are very different from those seen
in other equivariant index formulas. Theorem 9.2 gives a formula for the Fourier
coefficients of the virtual character instead of the value of the character at a
particular g ∈ G.
Our main theorem (Theorem 9.2) expresses indρ (D) as a sum of integrals over
the different strata of the action of G on M , and it involves the eta invariant
of associated equivariant elliptic operators on spheres normal to the strata. The
result is
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indρ (D) =
∫
GM˜0
Aρ0 (x) |˜dx| +
∑
j
β
(
Σαj
)
,
β
(
Σαj
)
=
1
2 dimVρ
∑
j
∑
b∈B
1
nbrank W b
(
− η
(
DS+,bj
)
+ h
(
DS+,bj
))∫
GΣ˜αj
Aρj,b (x) |˜dx| .
(The notation will be explained later; the integrands Aρ0 (x) and A
ρ
j,b (x) are the
familar Atiyah-Singer integrands corresponding to local heat kernel supertraces
of induced elliptic operators over closed manifolds.) Even in the case when the
operator D is elliptic, this result was not known previously. Further, the formula
above gives a method for computing eta invariants of Dirac-type operators on
quotients of spheres by compact group actions; these have been computed previ-
ously only in some special cases. We emphasize that every part of the formula
is explicitly computable from local information provided by the operator and
manifold. Even the eta invariant of the operator DS+,bj on a sphere is calculated
directly from the principal symbol of the operator D at one point of a singular
stratum. The de Rham operator provides an important example illustrating the
computability of the formula, yielding a new theorem expressing the equivariant
Euler characteristic in terms of ordinary Euler characteristics of the strata of the
group action (Theorem 10.1).
One of the primary motivations for obtaining an explicit formula for indρ (D)
was to use it to produce a basic index theorem for Riemannian foliations, thereby
solving a problem that has been open since the 1980s (it is mentioned, for exam-
ple, in [18]). In fact, the basic index theorem is a consequence of the invariant
index theorem (Theorem 9.6), corresponding to the trivial representation ρ0. This
theorem is stated in Section 10.4. We note that a recent paper of Gorokhovsky
and Lott addresses this transverse index question on Riemannian foliations. Us-
ing a different technique, they are able to prove a formula for the basic index of
a basic Dirac operator that is distinct from our formula, in the case where all the
infinitessimal holonomy groups of the foliation are connected tori and if Molino’s
commuting sheaf is abelian and has trivial holonomy (see [22]). Our result re-
quires at most mild topological assumptions on the transverse structure of the
strata of the Riemannian foliation and has a similar form to the formula above
for indρ0 (D). In particular, the analogue for the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem for Rie-
mannian foliations (Theorem 10.7) is a corollary and requires no assumptions on
the structure of the Riemannian foliation.
There are several new techniques in this paper that have not been explored pre-
viously. First, the fact that indρ (D) is invariant under G-equivariant homotopies
is used in a very specific way, and we keep track of the effects of these homo-
topies so that the formula for the index reflects data coming from the original
operator and manifold. In Section 7 we describe a process of blowing up, cutting,
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and reassembling the G-manifold into what is called the desingularization, which
also involves modifying the operator and vector bundles near the singular strata
as well. The result is a G-manifold that has less intricate structure and for which
the heat kernels are easier to evaluate. The key idea is to relate the local asymp-
totics of the equivariant heat kernel of the original manifold to the desingularized
manifold; at this stage the eta invariant appears through a direct calculation on
the normal bundle to the singular stratum. We note that our desingularization
process and the equivariant index theorem were stated and announced in [41]
and [42]; recently Albin and Melrose have taken it a step further in tracking
the effects of the desingularization on equivariant cohomology and equivariant
K-theory ([1]).
Another new idea in this paper is the decomposition of equivariant vector
bundles over G-manifolds with one orbit type. A crucial step in the proof required
the construction of a subbundle of an equivariant bundle over a G-invariant part
of a stratum that is the minimal G-bundle decomposition that consists of direct
sums of isotypical components of the bundle. We call this decomposition the
fine decomposition and define it in Section 4.4. A more detailed account of this
method will appear in [24].
There are certain assumptions on the operator D that are required to pro-
duce the formula in the main theorem, mainly that it has product-like structure
near the singular strata after a G-equivariant homotopy. We note that most of
the major examples of transversally elliptic differential operators have the re-
quired properties. In fact, in [39], a large variety of examples of naturally defined
transversal operators similar to Dirac operators are explored and shown under
most conditions to provide all possible index classes of equivariant transversally
elliptic operators. These operators almost always satisfy the required product
condition at the singular strata (see Section 7.4). Further, we note that when
the basic index problem for transverse Dirac-type operators on Riemannian fo-
liations is converted to an invariant index problem, the resulting operator on
the G-manifold again satisfies the required assumptions, under mild topological
conditions on the bundle and principal transverse symbol of the operator.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first review the stratification of
G-manifolds in Section 2 and establish the elementary properties of transver-
sally elliptic operators in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss equivariant analysis
on manifolds with one orbit type and decompose equivariant bundles over them
in various ways, including the fine decomposition mentioned above. The rele-
vant properties of the supertrace of the equivariant heat kernel are discussed in
Section 5. In Section 6.2, we compute the local contribution of the supertrace
of a general constant coefficient equivariant heat operator in the neighborhood
of a singular point of an orthogonal group action on a sphere. It is here that
the equivariant index is related to a boundary value problem, which explains
the presence of eta invariants in the main theorem. In Section 7, we describe
the iterative process of desingularizing the G-manifold near a minimal stratum
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and producing a double of the manifold with one less stratum. We apply the
heat kernel analysis, representation theory, and fine decomposition to produce
a heat kernel splitting formula in Section 8. This process leads to a reduction
theorem for the equivariant heat supertrace (Theorem 9.1). The main theorem
follows and is stated in Section 9.2. Several examples are discussed in Section
10; these examples show that all of the terms in the formula above are nontriv-
ial. The basic index theorem for Riemannian foliations is stated and discussed in
Section 10.4.
We note that other researchers have investigated transverse index theory of
group actions and foliations in noncommutative geometry and topology; these
papers answer different questions about the analysis and topology of certain
groupoids (see [16]). A survey of index theory, primarily in the noncommuta-
tive geometry setting, can be found in [33].
We thank James Glazebrook, Efton Park and Igor Prokhorenkov for help-
ful discussions. The authors would like to thank variously the Mathematisches
Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach, the Erwin Schro¨dinger International Institute
for Mathematical Physics (ESI), Vienna, the Department for Mathematical Sci-
ences (IMF) at Aarhus University, the Centre de Recerca Matema`tica (CRM),
Barcelona, and the Department of Mathematics at TCU for hospitality and sup-
port during the preparation of this work.
2. Stratifications of G-manifolds
In the following, we will describe some standard results from the theory of Lie
group actions (see [12], [30]). Such G-manifolds are stratified spaces, and the
stratification can be described explicitly. In the following discussion, G is a com-
pact Lie group acting on a smooth, connected, closed manifold M . We assume
that the action is effective, meaning that no g ∈ G fixes all of M . (Otherwise, re-
place G with Gupslope {g ∈ G : gx = x for all x ∈M}.) Choose a Riemannian metric
for which G acts by isometries; average the pullbacks of any fixed Riemannian
metric over the group of diffeomorphisms to obtain such a metric.
Given such an action and x ∈ M , the isotropy or stabilizer subgroup Gx < G
is defined to be {g ∈ G : gx = x}. The orbit Ox of a point x is defined to be
{gx : g ∈ G}. Since Gxg = gGxg−1, the conjugacy class of the isotropy subgroup
of a point is fixed along an orbit.
On any such G-manifold, the conjugacy class of the isotropy subgroups along
an orbit is called the orbit type. On any such G-manifold, there are a finite
number of orbit types, and there is a partial order on the set of orbit types. Given
subgroups H and K of G, we say that [H] ≤ [K] if H is conjugate to a subgroup
of K, and we say [H] < [K] if [H] ≤ [K] and [H] 6= [K]. We may enumerate the
conjugacy classes of isotropy subgroups as [G0] , . . . , [Gr] such that [Gi] ≤ [Gj]
implies that i ≤ j. It is well-known that the union of the principal orbits (those
with type [G0]) form an open dense subset M0 of the manifold M , and the other
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orbits are called singular. As a consequence, every isotropy subgroup H satisfies
[G0] ≤ [H]. Let Mj denote the set of points of M of orbit type [Gj] for each j; the
set Mj is called the stratum corresponding to [Gj]. If [Gj] ≤ [Gk], it follows that
the closure of Mj contains the closure of Mk. A stratum Mj is called a minimal
stratum if there does not exist a stratum Mk such that [Gj] < [Gk] (equivalently,
such that Mk (Mj). It is known that each stratum is a G-invariant submanifold
of M , and in fact a minimal stratum is a closed (but not necessarily connected)
submanifold. Also, for each j, the submanifold M≥j :=
⋃
[Gk]≥[Gj ]
Mk is a closed,
G-invariant submanifold.
Now, given a proper, G-invariant submanifold S of M and ε > 0, let Tε(S)
denote the union of the images of the exponential map at s for s ∈ S restricted
to the open ball of radius ε in the normal bundle at S. It follows that Tε(S) is
also G -invariant. If Mj is a stratum and ε is sufficiently small, then all orbits
in Tε (Mj) \Mj are of type [Gk], where [Gk] < [Gj]. This implies that if j < k,
Mj ∩Mk 6= ∅, and Mk ( Mj, then Mj and Mk intersect at right angles, and
their intersection consists of more singular strata (with isotropy groups containing
conjugates of both Gk and Gj).
Fix ε > 0. We now decompose M as a disjoint union of sets M ε0 , . . . ,M
ε
r . If
there is only one isotropy type on M , then r = 0, and we let M ε0 = Σ
ε
0 = M0 = M .
Otherwise, for j = r, r − 1, . . . , 0, let εj = 2jε, and let
Σεj = Mj \
⋃
k>j
M εk(2.1)
M εj = Tεj (Mj) \
⋃
k>j
M εk ,(2.2)
Thus,
Tε
(
Σεj
) ⊂M εj , Σεj ⊂Mj.
The following facts about this decomposition are contained in [30, pp. 203ff]:
Lemma 2.1. For sufficiently small ε > 0, we have, for every i ∈ {0, . . . , r}:
(1) M =
r∐
i=0
M εi (disjoint union).
(2) M εi is a union of G-orbits; Σ
ε
i is a union of G-orbits.
(3) The manifold M εi is diffeomorphic to the interior of a compact G -manifold
with corners; the orbit space M εiupslopeG is a smooth manifold that is isometric
to the interior of a triangulable, compact manifold with corners. The same
is true for each Σεi .
(4) If [Gj] is the isotropy type of an orbit in M
ε
i , then j ≤ i and [Gj] ≤ [Gi].
(5) The distance between the submanifold Mj and M
ε
i for j > i is at least ε.
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Remark 2.2. The lemma above remains true if at each stage Tε (Mj) is replaced
by any sufficiently small open neighborhood of Mj that contains Tε (Mj), that is
a union of G-orbits, and whose closure is a manifold with corners.
Let γ be a geodesic orthogonal to Mj through w ∈ Mj. This situation occurs
exactly when this geodesic is orthogonal both to the fixed point set MGj of Gj
and to the orbit Ow of G containing w. For any h ∈ Gj, right multiplication
by h maps geodesics orthogonal to MGj through w to themselves and likewise
maps geodesics orthogonal to Ow through w to themselves. Thus, the group Gj
acts orthogonally on the normal space to w ∈ Mj by the differential of the left
action. Observe in addition that there are no fixed points for this action; that is,
there is no element of the normal space that is fixed by every h ∈ Gj. Since Gj
acts without fixed points, the codimension of Mj is at least two if Gj preserves
orientation.
3. Properties of transversally elliptic operators
Let G be a compact Lie group, M be a compact, Riemannian G-manifold, and
E → M a G-equivariant Hermitian vector bundle. For the following construc-
tions, we refer to [13]. The unitary G-representation on L2 (M,E) admits an
orthogonal Hilbert sum decomposition with respect to equivalence classes [ρ] of
irreducible representations ρ : G→ U (Vρ):
(3.1) L2 (M,E) ∼=
⊕
[ρ]∈Ĝ
L2 (M,E)ρ ⊗C Vρ .
The component L2 (M,E)ρ of type [ρ] is given by
L2 (M,E)ρ = HomG
(
Vρ, L
2 (M,E)
) ∼= L2 (M,E ⊗C V ∗ρ )G
and (3.1) is determined up to unitary equivalence by the inclusions (evaluation
maps)
(3.2) iρ : L
2 (M,E)ρ ⊗C Vρ → L2 (M,E) .
We define L2 (M,E)ρ ⊂ L2 (M,E) to be the image iρ
(
L2 (M,E)ρ ⊗C Vρ
)
and
Γ (M,E)ρ = Γ (M,E) ∩ L2 (M,E)ρ.
The orthogonal projections
Pρ : L
2 (M,E)→ L2 (M,E)ρ
are given by integration over G:
L2 (M,E)
⊗Iρ→ L2 (M,E)⊗C EndC (Vρ) ∼= L2
(
M,E ⊗C V ∗ρ
)⊗C Vρ∫
G⊗Iρ→ L2 (M,E ⊗C V ∗ρ )G ⊗C Vρ iρ→ L2 (M,E)ρ
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Lemma 3.1. Let ρ be an irreducible unitary representation of a compact Lie
group G on a complex vector space Vρ. Let χρ (·) = tr ρ (·) be the character of ρ,
and let α : G → U (Q) be any other representation on a Hermitian vector space
Q. Let dh denote the volume form induced by the biinvariant, normalized metric
on G. Let Pαρ : Q→ Qρ denote the projection onto the the subspace of Q on which
the restriction of α is of type ρ. Then the following equation of endomorphisms
of Q holds: ∫
G
χρ (h)α (h) dh =
1
dimVρ
Pαρ ,
Proof. If F is a class function on G, then for any element g ∈ G,
α (g)
∫
G
F (h)α (h) dh =
∫
G
F (h)α (g)α (h) dh
=
∫
G
F (h)α
(
ghg−1
)
dh α (g) , and letting h˜ = ghg−1
=
∫
G
F
(
g−1h˜g
)
α
(
h˜
)
dh˜ α (g) since dh is biinvariant
=
∫
G
F
(
h˜
)
α
(
h˜
)
dh˜ α (g) =
∫
G
F (h)α (h) dh α (g) ,
so
∫
G
F (h)α (h) dh commutes with α (g) for all g ∈ H. One can see easily that
this remains true if we restrict the endomorphisms to an irreducible component
Qβ of type β. Schur’s Lemma implies that on this component
∫
G
F (h)α (h) dh
is a constant multiple of the identity Iβ. We evaluate the constant by taking
traces. In particular, on this component,∫
G
χρ (h) α (h) dh =
∫
G
χρ (h) β (h) dh = cIβ implies∫
G
χρ (h)χβ (h) dh = c dimVρ , so
c =
{ 1
dimVρ
if β = ρ
0 otherwise . 
Given a group representation θ : G→ U (Vθ) and an irreducible representation
ρ : G→ U (Vτ ) of the compact Lie group G, the multiplicity space of ρ in θ is
HomG (Vρ, Vθ) ,
and the multiplicity of ρ in θ is
dim HomG (Vρ, Vθ) .
Given a subgroup H of G, and a representation σ : H → U (Wσ), we may form
the homogeneous vector bundle G×H Wσ → GupslopeH. The space
Ind (σ) = L2 (GupslopeH,G×H Wσ)
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of sections is a representation space for G, called the representation of G in-
duced by σ, or simply the induced representation. By the Frobenius reciprocity
theorem, Ind is the right adjoint functor to Res, the restriction functor. That is,
given a representation τ : G→ U (Vτ ), VRes(τ) is the representation space Vτ with
H-representation Res (τ) = τ |H , and the multiplicity space of τ in Ind (σ) satisfies
HomG (Vτ , Ind (σ)) ∼= L2 (GupslopeH, (G×H Wσ)⊗C V ∗τ )G
∼= HomH
(
VRes(τ),Wσ
)
for every representation σ : H → U (Wσ). This follows from the fact that a
section s of the homogeneous vector bundle G×HWσ is given by an H-equivariant
function fs : G→ Wσ, and fs is a G-invariant section if and only if fs is a constant
in WHσ .
Let D be a G-equivariant, symmetric differential operator of order k on
Γ (M,E), which is transversally elliptic with respect to the G-action (see [2]).
This means that the principal symbol σk (D) (ξ) of D is invertible on all nonzero
ξ ∈ T ∗G (M)x = {ξ ∈ T ∗x (M) | ξ (X) = 0
for every X tangent to the orbit at x.}
Then D2 is a G-equivariant, symmetric differential operator of order 2k on
Γ (M,E), which is transversally strongly elliptic.
The following proposition is contained to some extent in [2] and [13].
Proposition 3.2. Let D be a G-equivariant, symmetric, transversally elliptic
differential operator of order k on Γ (M,E) .
(1) The operators
Dρ = (D ⊗ Iρ∗)G = D ⊗ Iρ∗|Γ(M,E)ρ
(and their powers) are essentially self-adjoint on L2 (M,E)ρ and generate
the self-adjoint operators D∗ρ = Sρ .
(2) The operator D (and its powers) is essentially self-adjoint on L2 (M,E)
and generates a G-equivariant, self-adjoint operator R. With respect to
the Hilbert sum decomposition (3.1), the operator R decomposes as a sum
R =
⊕
[ρ]∈Ĝ
Sρ ⊗ Iρ .
(3) Each component Sρ has discrete spectrum without finite accumulation
points and admits a complete system of smooth eigensections, and we
have
Eλ (R)ρ ∼= Eλ (Sρ) = Eλ (Dρ) .
(4) For each [ρ] ∈ Ĝ, the eigenspaces of Sρ ⊗ Iρ are finite G-modules of the
form
Eλ (Sρ ⊗ Iρ) ∼= Eλ (Sρ)⊗C Vρ .
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Proof. D2ρ is completed to a strongly elliptic operator D˜ρ by adding the k
th
power of an appropriate Casimir operator, restricting to D2ρ on L
2 (M,E)ρ =
L2
(
M,E ⊗C V ∗ρ
)G
. It follows that D2ρ is essentially self-adjoint. Furthermore,(
D˜ρ + I
)∗
is an isomorphism from the Sobolev space H2k (M,E) to L2 (M,E).
To see that the operators Dρ are essentially self-adjoint and generate the self-
adjoint operators Sρ on L2 (M,E)ρ, suppose that D∗ρu = ±ι u, with u nonzero in
the domain Dom
(
D∗ρ
)
. Then we have
〈Dρs, u〉 =
〈
s,D∗ρu
〉
= ∓ι 〈s, u〉
for all s ∈ Γ (M,E)ρ. Therefore,〈
D2ρs, u
〉
=
〈
Dρs,D
∗
ρu
〉
= ∓ι 〈Dρs, u〉 = ∓ι
〈
s,D∗ρu
〉
= −〈s, u〉 .
That is, 〈
s,
(
D˜ρ + I
)∗
u
〉
=
〈
s,
(
D2ρ + I
)∗
u
〉
=
〈(
D2ρ + I
)
s, u
〉
= 0,
a contradiction.
Next, the family {Sρ}[ρ]∈Ĝ of self-adjoint operators defines a G-equivariant,
self-adjoint operator
R =
⊕
[ρ]∈Ĝ
Sρ ⊗ Iρ
on L2 (M,E) whose domain is given by{
u = (uρ)[ρ]∈Ĝ
∣∣∣ uρ ∈ Dom (Sρ)⊗C Iρ,∑
[ρ]
(‖uρ‖2 + ‖(Sρ ⊗ Iρ)uρ‖2) <∞
}
and satisfies PρDom (R) = Dom (Sρ)⊗ Iρ ⊂ Dom (R). Thus
Ru =
∑
[ρ]
(Sρ ⊗ Iρ)uρ , u ∈ Dom (R) , uρ = Pρu.
For s ∈ Γ (M,E), u ∈ Dom (R), we have
〈s,Ru〉 =
∑
[ρ]
〈Pρs, (Sρ ⊗ Iρ)uρ〉
=
∑
[ρ]
〈(Dρ ⊗ Iρ)Pρs, uρ〉
=
∑
[ρ]
〈PρDs, uρ〉 =
∑
[ρ]
〈Ds, uρ〉 = 〈Ds, u〉 ,
and thus Dom (R) ⊆ Dom (D∗). Since the operators Sρ = D∗∗ρ = D∗ρ are the
closures of the components Dρ of D and Sρ ⊗ Iρ = D∗∗ρ ⊗ Iρ = (Dρ ⊗ Iρ)∗∗, it
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follows that
D∗∗ =
⊕
[ρ]
(Dρ ⊗ Iρ)∗∗ =
⊕
[ρ]
Sρ ⊗ Iρ = R.
Since R is self-adjoint, it follows that D is essentially self-adjoint with
closure R. 
Corollary 3.3. The operators Dρ induce operators Dρ,s
Dρ,s : H
s
(
Γ
(
M,E+
)ρ)→ Hs−1 (Γ (M,E−)ρ)
that are Fredholm and independent of s.
Corollary 3.4. D admits a complete system of smooth eigensections. Since the
spectrum is given by Spec (D) =
⋃
[ρ] Spec (Dρ), it need not be discrete, and the
eigenvalues may have infinite multiplicities.
Note that the eigenvalue counting function of D2ρ (of order 2k) satisfies the
asymptotic formula
N (λ) : =
∑
λρ≤λ
dimEλρ (Dρ)
∼ cλm/2k,(3.3)
where m is the dimension of MupslopeG (see [13], applied to the strongly elliptic
operator D2 + C − λρ).
4. The case of one isotropy type
In this section we consider the equivariant index problem and representation
theory in the case where the group action has one isotropy type. The interested
reader may consult the paper [24] to obtain more detailed exposition and more
explicit and extensive results on G-bundles over manifolds with one isotropy type.
4.1. Induced bundles over the orbit space. The statements in this subsec-
tion are for the most part known (see, for example, [13]), but we will use them
later in the paper. Let G be a compact Lie group, and let X be a (not necessar-
ily closed) Riemannian G-manifold, and suppose that there is only one isotropy
type. For all x ∈ X, let Ox denote the orbit Gx. Let X denote the manifold
G \X, and let pi : X → X denote the projection. The metric g on X induces a
metric g on X defined uniquely by
gpi(x) (pi∗v, pi∗w) = (vol (Ox))2/ dim(X) g (v, w)
for any x ∈ X and v, w ∈ Nx (Ox) ⊂ TxX. The scale factor is chosen so that
vol X = vol X. Let E be a Hermitian, G-equivariant vector bundle over X, and
let ρ : G → U (Vρ) be an irreducible unitary representation. Denote by Gx the
isotropy group at x ∈ X. Define the vector spaces Eρ (Ox) and Eρ (Ox) by
Eρ (Ox) := L2 (Ox, E)ρ = HomG
(
Vρ, L
2 (Ox, E)
)
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∼= HomG
(
Vρ, L
2 (Ox, G×Gx Ex)
)
∼= HomGx (Vρ, Ex) ∼=
(
Ex ⊗ V ∗ρ
)Gx
,
Eρ (Ox) := L2 (Ox, E)ρ = iρ (Eρ (pi (x))⊗C Vρ) .
Note that iρ above is not necessarily one to one. Both Eρ (Ox) and Eρ (Ox) are
well-defined vector spaces whose dimensions are constant, and moreover Eρ (·)
and Eρ (·) form Hermitian vector bundles over X (see [13, Lemma 1.2 ff]). In
fact, the vector spaces Eρ,x defined for each x ∈ X by
Eρ,x = HomGx (Vρ, Ex)
form a G-invariant subbundle Eρ of Hom (Vρ, E) over X. The Hermitian structure
on Eρ is defined uniquely by
〈s1, s2〉pi(x) = 〈s1 (x) , s2 (x)〉x
for every x ∈ X. With these choices, we have canonical isomorphisms
Γ
(
X, Eρ
) ∼= Γ (X,Eρ)G ∼= Γ (X,E)ρ , Γ (X, Eρ) ∼= Γ (X,E)ρ
L2
(
X, Eρ
) ∼= L2 (X,Eρ)G ∼= L2 (X,E)ρ , L2 (X, Eρ) ∼= L2 (X,E)ρ .(4.1)
If E has a grading, there are gradings induced on Eρ and Eρ in the obvious way.
4.2. Equivariant operators on G-manifolds with one orbit type. Given
a transversally elliptic, G-equivariant operator D on sections of E over X, the
operator
Dρ = D|Γ(X,E)ρ
induces an operator, called Dρ, on sections of Eρ over X. Similarly, D induces
an operator Dρ on sections of Eρ over X. Furthermore, Dρ and Dρ are elliptic
operators. If D is essentially self-adjoint on X, then Dρ and Dρ are also essentially
self-adjoint on L2
(
X, Eρ) and L2 (X, Eρ). The supertrace of the equivariant
heat kernel corresponding to D restricted to Γ (X,E)ρ can be identified with the
supertrace of the (ordinary) heat kernel associated to the elliptic operator Dρ on
Γ
(
X, Eρ) (similarly Dρ on Γ (X, Eρ).)
Thus,
indρ (D) =
1
dimVρ
ind (Dρ)
= ind (Dρ) ,
which is the Atiyah-Singer index of the elliptic operator Dρ on the base manifold
X. This is also a special case of our main theorem (Theorem 9.2).
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4.3. The normalized isotypical decomposition. We retain the notation of
the previous subsections. For further detail regarding topics in this section, we
refer the reader to [24]. Again, we emphasize that X has one isotropy type [H],
so that the orbits form a Riemannian foliation of X. Let N = N (H); note that
N -bundles over the fixed point set XH induce G-bundles over X and vice versa.
Let E → X be a given G-equivariant vector bundle over X. For each x ∈
XH , let ΣEx = {[σ : H → U (Wσ)] irreducible : HomH (Wσ, Ex) 6= 0} be the set
of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of H present in Ex; by rigidity,
ΣEx is locally constant in x. Let ΣE =
⋃
x∈XH
ΣEx . The isotypical (or primary)
decomposition of the H-module Ex is of the form
Ex =
⊕
[σ]∈ΣEx
E[σ]x
where
E[σ]x = iσ (HomH (Wσ, Ex)⊗Wσ) .
Note that the representations E
[σ]
x are not necessarily irreducible. Further, these
subspaces do not necessarily form N -equivariant bundles as x varies over XH⊂X.
In particular, if the normalizer N is disconnected it may be the case that an
element n ∈ N maps a primary component E[σ]x to an inequivalent primary
component of Enx, and nx ∈ XH . The representation of H on nE[σ]x ⊂ Enx is
given by
hv = n
(
n−1hn
) (
n−1v
)
, h ∈ H, v ∈ Enx
so that the representation on nE
[σ]
x is equivalent to a direct sum of representations
of type [σnx : H → U (Wσx)] defined by
(4.2) σnx (h) = σx
(
n−1hn
)
.
For this reason, we will instead use a more coarse decomposition of Ex. For each
n ∈ N , we see that E[σn]x = n−1
(
E
[σ]
nx
)
, an H-invariant subspace of Ex that is
the primary [σn]-part of the representation of H on Ex. The representation of H
on E
[σn]
x is equivalent to the representation of H on nE
[σ]
x ⊂ Enx. We say that
the two representations σx and σ
n
x are normalizer-conjugate. It is often the
case that σnx is equivalent to σx; as explained in [24], the rigidity of irreducible
representations implies that the set
N˜[σ] = {n ∈ N : [σn] = [σ]} ,
is a subgroup of N such that NupslopeN˜[σ] is finite. Let n1, . . . , nk ∈ N be elements
such that NupslopeN˜[σ] =
{
n1N˜[σ] , . . . , nkN˜[σ]
}
. Let
(Ex)
σ =
k⊕
j=1
E
[σnj ]
x ⊂ Ex.
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Here, σ is the set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations inside the
set {σn : n ∈ N}, so that we see that the set of all (Ex)σ in Ex is in fact indexed
by the finite set of such σ. We decompose for each x ∈ XH ⊂ X,
Ex =
⊕
σ
(Ex)
σ .
These subspaces (Ex)
σ are in fact invariant under the action of n ∈ N and patch
together to form well-defined N -equivariant subbundles of E|XH . Thus, G acts
on these subspaces to produce well-defined subbundles of E over each orbit, and
these subbundles patch together to form well-defined G-subbundles E1, . . . , Er
over X. In summary, we may decompose the vector bundle E as
(4.3) E =
⊕
j
Ej ,
where each G-bundle Ej is the direct sum of primary components Eσ correspond-
ing to irreducible representations σ of the isotropy subgroup that are
all normalizer-conjugate. Further, the representations present in Ej are not
normalizer-conjugate to those present in Ek for j 6= k. We call this the normal-
ized isotypical decomposition; see [24] for details. Let N˜ be the connected
component of N relative to H, so that pi0 (NupslopeH) ∼= NupslopeN˜ . If we denote by
N˜[σ] the subgroup (of finite index) of N fixing [σ] ∈ ΣE, so that N˜ ⊆ N˜[σ] ⊆ N
and E[σ] is N˜[σ]-equivariant, we may rephrase the preceding construction by say-
ing that the normalized isotypical components are obtained by ‘inducing up’ the
isotypical components E[σ] from N˜[σ] to N . That is, the normalized isotypical
component over XH induced from [σ] ∈ ΣE is the set
N ×N˜[σ] E[σ]
This gives an N -subbundle of E over XH containing E[σ] that induces the nor-
malized isotypical component over all of X.
4.4. The refined isotypical decomposition. With notation as above, let XH
be the fixed point set of H, and for α ∈ pi0
(
XH
)
, let XHα denote the corresponding
connected component of XH .
Definition 4.1. We denote Xα = GX
H
α , and Xα is called a component of X
relative to G.
Remark 4.2. The space Xα is not necessarily connected, but it is the inverse
image of a connected component of GX = NXH under the projection
X → GX. Also, note that Xα = Xβ if there exists n ∈ N such that
nXHα = X
H
β . If X is a closed manifold, then there are a finite number of compo-
nents of X relative to G.
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We now introduce a decomposition of a G-bundle E → X over a G-space
with single orbit type [H] that is a priori finer than the normalized isotypical
decomposition. Let Eα be the restriction E|XHα . As in the previous section, let
N˜[σ] = {n ∈ N : [σn] is equivalent to [σ] } . If the isotypical component E[σ]α is
nontrivial, then it is invariant under the subgroup N˜α,[σ] ⊆ N˜[σ] that leaves in
addition the connected component XHα invariant; again, this subgroup has finite
index in N . The isotypical components transform under n ∈ N as
n : E[σ]α
∼=−→ E[σn]n(α) ,
where n denotes the residue class class of n ∈ N in NupslopeN˜α,[σ] . Then a decom-
position of E is obtained by ‘inducing up’ the isotypical components E
[σ]
α from
N˜α,[σ] to N . That is,
ENα,[σ] = N ×N˜α,[σ] E[σ]α
is a bundle containing E
[σ]
α
∣∣∣
XHα
. This is an N -bundle over NXHα ⊆ XH , and
a similar bundle may be formed over each distinct NXHβ , with β ∈ pi0
(
XH
)
.
Further, observe that since each bundle ENα,[σ] is an N -bundle over NX
H
α , it
defines a unique G bundle EGα,[σ].
Definition 4.3. The G-bundle EGα,[σ] over the submanifold Xα is called a fine
component or the fine component of E → X associated to (α, [σ]).
If GX is not connected, one must construct the fine components separately
over each Xα. If E has finite rank, then E may be decomposed as a direct sum of
distinct fine components over each Xα. In any case, E
N
α,[σ] is a finite direct sum
of isotypical components over each XHα .
Definition 4.4. The direct sum decomposition of E|Xα into subbundles Eb that
are fine components EGα,[σ] for some [σ], written
E|Xα =
⊕
b
Eb ,
is called the refined isotypical decomposition (or fine decomposition) of
E|Xα .
In the case where GX is connected, the group pi0 (NupslopeH) acts transitively
on the connected components pi0
(
XH
)
, and thus Xα = X. We comment that if
[σ,Wσ] is an irreducible H-representation present in Ex with x ∈ XHα , then E[σ]x
is a subspace of a distinct Ebx for some b. The subspace E
b
x also contains E
[σn]
x for
every n such that nXHα = X
H
α .
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Remark 4.5. Observe that by construction, for x ∈ XHα the multiplicity and
dimension of each [σ] present in a specific Ebx is independent of [σ]. Thus, E
[σn]
x
and E
[σ]
x have the same multiplicity and dimension if nXHα = X
H
α .
Remark 4.6. The advantage of this decomposition over the isotypical decom-
position is that each Eb is a G-bundle defined over all of Xα, and the isotypical
decomposition may only be defined over XHα .
This new decomposition is a priori a finer decomposition than the normal
isotypical decomposition into G-subbundles.
Definition 4.7. Now, let E be a G-equivariant vector bundle over X, and let
Eb be a fine component as in Definition 4.3 corresponding to a specific com-
ponent Xα = GX
H
α of X relative to G. Suppose that another G-bundle W
over Xα has finite rank and has the property that the equivalence classes of
Gy-representations present in E
b
y, y ∈ Xα exactly coincide with the equivalence
classes of Gy-representations present in Wy, and that W has a single component
in the fine decomposition. Then we say that W is adapted to Eb.
Lemma 4.8. In the definition above, if another G-bundle W over Xα has fi-
nite rank and has the property that the equivalence classes of Gy-representations
present in Eby, y ∈ Xα exactly coincide with the equivalence classes of
Gy-representations present in Wy, then it follows that W has a single compo-
nent in the fine decomposition and hence is adapted to Eb. Thus, the last phrase
in the corresponding sentence in the above definition is superfluous.
Proof. Suppose that we choose an equivalence class [σ] of H-representations
present in Wx, x ∈ XHα . Let [σ′] be any other equivalence class; then, by hypoth-
esis, there exists n ∈ N such that nXHα = XHα and [σ′] = [σn]. Then, observe
that nW
[σ]
x = W
[σn]
nx = W
[σn]
x , with the last equality coming from the rigidity of
irreducible H-representations. Thus, W is contained in a single fine component,
and so it must have a single component in the fine decomposition. 
4.5. Canonical isotropy G-bundles. In what follows, we show that there are
naturally defined finite-dimensional vector bundles that are adapted to any fine
components. Once and for all, we enumerate the irreducible representations{[
ρj, Vρj
]}
j=1,2,...
of G. Let [σ,Wσ] be any irreducible H-representation. Let G×H
Wσ be the corresponding homogeneous vector bundle over the homogeneous space
GupslopeH. Then the L2-sections of this vector bundle decompose into irreducible
G-representations. In particular, let
[
ρj0 , Vρj0
]
be the equivalence class of irre-
ducible representations that is present in L2 (GupslopeH,G×H Wσ) and that has the
lowest index j0. Then Frobenius reciprocity implies
0 6= HomG
(
Vρj0 , L
2 (GupslopeH,G×H Wσ)
) ∼= HomH (VRes(ρj0),Wσ) ,
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so that the restriction of ρj0 to H contains the H-representation [σ]. Now, for a
component XHα of X
H , with Xα = GX
H
α its component in X relative to G, the
trivial bundle
Xα × Vρj0
is a G-bundle (with diagonal action) that contains a nontrivial fine component
Wα,[σ] containing X
H
α ×
(
Vρj0
)[σ]
.
Definition 4.9. We call Wα,[σ] → Xα the canonical isotropy G-bundle as-
sociated to (α, [σ]) ∈ pi0
(
XH
) × Ĥ. Observe that Wα,[σ] depends only on the
enumeration of irreducible representations of G, the irreducible H-representation
[σ] and the component XHα . We also denote the following positive integers asso-
ciated to Wα,[σ]:
• mα,[σ] =dim HomH
(
Wσ,Wα,[σ],x
)
=dim HomH
(
Wσ, Vρj0
)
(the associated
multiplicity), independent of the choice of [σ,Wσ] present in Wα,[σ],x ,
x ∈ XHα (see Remark 4.5).
• dα,[σ] = dimWσ(the associated representation dimension), indepen-
dent of the choice of [σ,Wσ] present in Wα,[σ],x , x ∈ XHα .
• nα,[σ] = rank(Wα,[σ])mα,[σ]dα,[σ] (the inequivalence number), the number of inequiv-
alent representations present in Wα,[σ],x , x ∈ XHα .
Remark 4.10. Observe that Wα,[σ] = Wα′,[σ′] if [σ
′] = [σn] for some n ∈ N such
that nXHα = X
H
α′ .
The lemma below follows immediately from Lemma 4.8.
Lemma 4.11. Given any G-bundle E → X and any fine component Eb of E
over some Xα = GX
H
α , there exists a canonical isotropy G-bundle Wα,[σ] adapted
to Eb → Xα.
4.6. Decomposing sections in tensor products of equivariant bundles.
We now consider a method of decomposing sections of a tensor product of equi-
variant bundles. Suppose that E1 → X is a (possibly infinite-dimensional)
G-equivariant vector bundle over a manifold with one orbit type [H]. Let Xα =
GXHα ⊆ X, and let E1,Xα := E1|Xα =
⊕
b
Eb1 be the fine decomposition (Defini-
tion 4.4). Let W b = Wα,[σ] → Xα be the canonical isotropy G-bundle adapted to
Eb1, as in Definition 4.9 and Lemma 4.11. Every [σ] ∈ Ĥ that is present in W bx has
associated multiplicity mb , which is independent of x ∈ XHα . Let W bx =
⊕
j
W bj,x
be the isotypical decomposition, so that each j refers to a distinct irreducible
H-representation type [σb,j], each with dimensionmb·db, where db is the dimension
of that irreducible representation. Let E2 → X be another G-equivariant vector
bundle over X. Restricted to a single orbit Ox = Gx in Xα, let E2,Ox = E2|Ox .
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Then Frobenius reciprocity implies
HomG
(
Vρ,Γ
(Ox, Eb1,Ox ⊗ E2,Ox))⊗⊕
j
HomH
(
W bj,x,W
b
j,x
)
∼= HomH
(
VRes(ρ), E
b
1,x ⊗ E2,x
)⊗⊕
j
HomH
(
W bj,x,W
b
j,x
)
∼=
⊕
j
HomH
(
VRes(ρ),HomH
(
W bj,x, E
b
1,x
)⊗W bj,x ⊗ E2,x) ,
Since HomH
(
W bj,x, E
b
1,x
)
is a trivial H-space,
HomG
(
Vρ,Γ
(Ox, Eb1,Ox ⊗ E2,Ox))⊗⊕
j
HomH
(
W bj,x,W
b
j,x
)
∼=
⊕
j
HomH
(
W bj,x, E
b
1,x
)⊗ HomH (VRes(ρ),W bj,x ⊗ E2,x)
Then
Γ
(Ox, Eb1,Ox ⊗ E2,Ox)ρ ⊗⊕
j
HomH
(
W bj,x,W
b
j,x
)
∼= HomG
(
Vρ,Γ
(Ox, Eb1,Ox ⊗ E2,Ox))⊗ Vρ ⊗⊕
j
HomH
(
W bj,x,W
b
j,x
)
∼=
⊕
j
HomH
(
W bj,x, E
b
1,x
)⊗ HomH (VRes(ρ),W bj,x ⊗ E2,x)⊗ Vρ
∼=
⊕
j
HomH
(
W bj,x, E
b
1,x
)⊗ Γ(Ox, W˜ bj ⊗ E2)ρ ,
where W˜ bj → Ox is the bundle G ×H W bj,x ⊆ W b
∣∣
Ox with the identification
x = eH. Observe that the isomorphism above is an isomorphism of G-modules,
where G acts trivially on HomH
(
W bj,x,W
b
j,x
)
and on HomH
(
W bj,x, E
b
1,x
)
. Let L :
E1 → E1 be a G-equivariant bundle map, and let B : Γ (X,E2) → Γ (X,E2)
be a G-equivariant operator. Let Lb : Eb1 → Eb1 be the restriction. We note
that Lb acts on Eb1,x
∼= ⊕
j
HomH
(
W bj,x, E
b
1,x
) ⊗ W bj,x by L′ b ⊗ 1, where L′ b :
HomH
(
W bj,x, E
b
1,x
)→ HomH (W bj,x, Eb1,x) acts by post-composing with Lb.
The following Lemma is a consequence of the derivation above and the slice
theorem.
Lemma 4.12. Let Tε → Ox be a tubular neighborhood of Ox ⊂ X such that
Tε ∼= G×HDε, where x ∈ Dε ⊂ XH is a ball transverse to Ox. Then the operator
L⊗B ⊗ 1 corresponds to L′ b ⊗ (1⊗B)ρ through the isomorphism
Γ
(
Tε, E
b
1 ⊗ E2
)ρ ⊗⊕
j
HomH
(
W bj
∣∣
Dε
, W bj
∣∣
Dε
)
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∼=
⊕
j
HomH
(
W bj
∣∣
Dε
, Eb1
∣∣
Dε
)
⊗ Γ
(
Tε, W˜
b
j ⊗ E2
)ρ
,
with the isomorphism given by evaluation. If ⊗̂ denotes the graded tensor product,
then
Γ
(
Tε, E
b
1⊗̂E2
)ρ ⊗⊕
j
HomH
(
W bj
∣∣
Dε
, W bj
∣∣
Dε
)
∼=
⊕
j
HomH
(
W bj
∣∣
Dε
, Eb1
∣∣
Dε
)
⊗̂Γ
(
Tε, W˜
b
j ⊗ E2
)ρ
.
In the above, W b =
⊕
j
W bj is the isotypical decomposition.
5. Properties of the Equivariant Heat Kernel and Equivariant
Index
5.1. The equivariant heat kernel and index. We now review some properties
of the equivariant index and equivariant heat kernel that are known to experts in
the field but are not written in the literature in the form and generality required
in this paper (see [2], [13], [14], [8]). With notation as in the introduction, let
E = E+ ⊕ E− be a graded, G-equivariant vector bundle over M . We consider
a first order G-equivariant differential operator D+ : Γ (M,E+) → Γ (M,E−)
which is transversally elliptic, and let D− be the formal adjoint of D+. The
restriction D±,ρ = D±|Γ(M,E)ρ behaves in a similar way to an elliptic operator.
Let C : Γ (M,E) → Γ (M,E) be the Casimir operator described in the intro-
duction, and let λρ be the eigenvalue of C associated to the representation type
[ρ]. The following argument can be seen in some form in [2]. Given a section
α ∈ Γ (M,E+)ρ, we have
D−D+α =
(
D−D+ + C − λρ
)
α.
Then D−D+ + C − λρ is self-adjoint and elliptic and has finite dimensional
eigenspaces consisting of smooth sections. Thus, the eigenspaces of D−D+ re-
stricted to Γ (M,E+)
ρ
are finite dimensional and consist of smooth sections, and
the index indρ (D) is well-defined. Further, the [ρ]-part K [ρ] of the heat kernel of
e−tD
−D+ is the same as the [ρ]-part of the heat kernel K (t, ·, ·) of e−t(D−D++C−λρ).
Let
β1 ≤ β2 ≤ . . .
be the eigenvalues of D−D+ +C −λρ repeated according to multiplicities, which
correspond to the L2 orthonormal set of eigensections {α1, α2, . . .}. We may
choose that basis so that each αj belongs to a specific irreducible representation
space of G. The kernel K+ of e−t(D
−D++C−λρ) satisfies
K+ (t, x, y) =
∑
k
e−tβkαk (x)⊗ (αk (y))∗ ∈ Hom
(
E+y , E
+
x
)
.
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Observe that for all g ∈ G,
g ·K+ (t, g−1x, x) = ∑
k
e−tβkg · αk
(
g−1x
)⊗ (αk (x))∗
=
∑
k
e−tβk
∑
[η]
η (g) (Pηαk) (x)⊗ (αk (x))∗ ,
where the interior sum is over all equivalence classes of irreducible unitary rep-
resentations η of G, and Pη is the projection onto the [η]-component. By the
way we have chosen the basis {α1, α2, . . .}, each Pηαk is either αk or 0, so in fact
(Pηαk) (x) ⊗ (αk (x))∗ = (Pηαk) (x) ⊗ (Pηαk (x))∗. Next, let ρ be a particular
irreducible representation, and let χρ be its character. By Lemma 3.1, if dg is
the biinvariant, normalized Haar volume form,∫
g∈G
η (g)Pηχρ (g) dg =
1
dimVρ
P ηρ Pη,
and ∫
x∈M
∫
g∈G
tr (η (g) (Pηαk) (x)⊗ (αk (x))∗) χρ (g) dg |dx|
=
∫
x∈M
∫
g∈G
tr (η (g) (Pηαk) (x)⊗ (Pηαk (x))∗) χρ (g) dg |dx|
=
1
dimVρ
εηkδηρ
∫
x∈M
tr (αk (x)⊗ αk (x)∗) |dx| = 1
dimVρ
εηkδηρ,
where εηk is 1 if αk is a section of type η and 0 otherwise, and where δηρ = 1 if η
is equivalent to ρ and is zero otherwise. Using this information, we have that∫
x∈M
∫
g∈G
tr
(
g ·K+ (t, g−1x, x)) χρ (g) dg |dx| = 1
dimVρ
∑
k
e−tβkερk
=
1
dimVρ
∑
k[ρ]
e−tβk[ρ] ,
where k[ρ] are the specific positive integers corresponding to eigensections αk[ρ] of
type [ρ]. In summary,
tr
(
e−tD
+D−
∣∣∣
Γ(M,E+)ρ
)
=
∑
k[ρ]
e−tβk[ρ]
= dimVρ
∫
x∈M
∫
g∈G
tr
(
g ·K+ (t, g−1x, x)) χρ (g) dg |dx|
Similar arguments apply to the operator D+D−. The usual McKean-Singer
argument implies that the supertrace of the heat kernel K corresponding to
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D =
(
0 D−
D+ 0
)
restricted to Γ (M,E+ ⊕ E−)ρ is the same as the index
indρ (D). By the argument above,
(5.1) indρ (D) =
∫
x∈M
∫
g∈G
str g ·K (t, g−1x, x) χρ (g) dg |dx| ,
where K is the heat kernel of e−t(D
2+C−λρ). Since the heat kernel K changes
smoothly with respect to G-equivariant deformations of the metric and of the
operator D and the right hand side is an integer, we see that indρ (D) is stable
under such homotopies of the operator D+ through G-equivariant transversally
elliptic operators. This implies that the indices indG (D) and indg (D) mentioned
in the introduction depend only on the G-equivariant homotopy class of the prin-
cipal transverse symbol of D+. (We knew this already because of the Fredholm
properties discussed in Section 3.)
Note also that e−t(D
2+C−λρ) differs from e−t(D
2+C) by a factor of e−λρt, so we
also have that
indρ (D) = lim
t→0
∫
x∈M
∫
g∈G
str g ·K0 (t, g−1x, x) χρ (g) dg |dx| ,
where K0 is the heat kernel of e−t(D
2+C).
5.2. The asymptotic expansion of the supertrace of the equivariant heat
kernel. We now use Lemma 2.1 to decompose M =
⋃r
i=0M
ε
i into a disjoint union
of pieces so that the integral (5.1) can be simplified. Also, observe that the kernel
K and the metric on M are smooth functions of the operator D+ and the metric
on M . As we have mentioned, the index indρ (D) is invariant under smooth,
G-equivariant perturbations of D+ and the metric. In particular, on each M εi for
i > 0 (ie not including M0, the union of the principal orbits), in normal directions
to the singular stratum Mi, we may flatten the metric, trivialize the bundles E
±,
and make the operator D have constant coefficients with respect to the trivialized
normal coordinates. Hence,
indρ (D) =
∑
i
∫
w∈Mεi
∫
g∈G
str
(
g ·K (t, g−1w,w)) χρ (g) dg |dw|
=
∑
i
∫
(x,zx)∈Mεi
∫
g∈G
str
(
g ·K (t, g−1 (x, zx) , (x, zx))) χρ (g) dg |dzx| |dx|i ,
(5.2)
where we choose coordinates w = (x, zx) for the point exp
⊥
x (zx), where x ∈
Mi, zx ∈ Bεi = B2iε (Nx (Mi)), and exp⊥x is the normal exponential map. In
the expression above, |dzx| is the Euclidean density on Nx (Mi), and |dx|i is
the Riemannian density on Mi. We note that the outer integral is not a true
product integral if Mi is not the lowest stratum, because for the most part x ∈ Σεi
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and zx ∈ Bεi = B2iε (Nx (Σεi )), but to include all of M εi , some x ∈ Mi \ Σεi and
zx away from the zero section may be needed; metrically, this is the integral over
a cylinder of small radius whose ends are concave spherical (of larger radius)
instead of flat. Recall that K (t, g−1 (x, zx) , (x, zx)) is a map from E(x,zx) = Ex
to Eg−1(x,zx) = Eg−1x.
One important idea is that the asymptotics of K (t, g−1w,w) as t→ 0 are com-
pletely determined by the operator’s local expression along the minimal geodesic
connecting g−1w and w, if g−1w and w are sufficiently close together. If the dis-
tance between g−1w and w is bounded away from zero, there is a constant c > 0
such that K (t, g−1w,w) = O (e−c/t) as t→ 0. For these reasons, it is clear that
the asymptotics of the supertrace indρ (D) are locally determined over spaces of
orbits in M , meaning that the contribution to the index is a sum of t0-asymptotics
of integrals of
∫
U
∫
G
str (g ·K (t, g−1w,w)) χρ (g) dg |dw| over a finite collection
of saturated sets U ⊂M that are unions of orbits that intersect a neighborhood
of a point of M . In particular, the index indρ (D) is the sum of the t0 asymptotics
of the integrals over M εi . However, the integral of the t
0 asymptotic coefficient of∫
G
str (g ·K (t, g−1w,w))χρ (g) dg over all of M is not the index, and the integral
of the t0 asymptotic coefficient of
∫
M
str (g ·K (t, g−1w,w)) dvolM over all of G
is not the index. Thus, the integrals over M and G may not be separated when
computing the local index contributions. In particular, the singular strata may
not be ignored.
5.3. Heat kernel equivariance property. With notation as in the previous
sections, the kernel K+ of e−t(D
−D++C−λρ) satisfies
K+ (t, x, y) =
∑
k
e−tβkαk (x)⊗ (αk (y))∗ ∈ Hom
(
E+y , E
+
x
)
,
with {αj ∈ Γ (E+)} is an L2-orthogonal basis of eigensections of ∆ = D−D+ +
C − λρ corresponding to eigenvalues βj ≥ 0 (counted with multiplicity).
If g· denotes the action of g ∈ G on sections of E, note that (g · u) (x) =
g · u (g−1x). The G-equivariance implies
g · (∆αj) = (∆ (g · αj)) ,
or
βj (g · αj) = ∆ (g · αj) ,
so that {g · αj} is another L2-orthonormal basis of eigensections, and
K+ (t, x, y) =
∑
e−tβkg · αk
(
g−1x
)⊗ [g · αk (g−1y)]∗
=
∑
e−tβkg · αk
(
g−1x
)⊗ [αk (g−1y)]∗ ◦ g−1·
= g ·K+ (t, g−1x, g−1y) ◦ g−1· ∈ Hom (Ey, Ex) .(5.3)
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Note that Hom (E,E) is a G-bundle, and it carries the left G-action defined on
Lx ∈ Hom (Ex, Ex) = Ex ⊗ E∗x by
g • Lx = g · Lx ◦ g−1· ∈ Hom (Egx, Egx) ,
or
g • (v ⊗ w∗) = (g · v)⊗ (w∗ ◦ g−1·) .
With this action,
g • (K+ (t, g−1x, g−1x)) = K+ (t, x, x) .
Note g · K+ (t, g−1x, x) ∈ Hom (Ex, Ex). Observe that if we let Lg,x = g ·
K+ (t, g−1x, x) ∈ Hom (Ex, Ex), then
g′ • Lg,g′−1x = g′ ·
(
g ·K+ (t, g−1 (g′−1x) , g′−1x)) ◦ g′−1
= g′ · g · g′−1K+ (t, g′g−1 (g′−1x) , g′g′−1x) ◦ g′ ◦ g′−1
by (5.3), or
g′ • Lg,g′−1x =
(
g′gg′−1
) ·K+ (t, (g′gg′−1)−1 x, x) = Lg′gg′−1,x .
This implies that
K+ (t, x, x)ρ = dimV ρ
∫
G
g ·K+ (t, g−1x, x) χρ (g) dg
= dimV ρ
∫
G
(
g′gg′−1
) ·K+ (t, (g′gg′−1)−1 x, x) χρ (g) dg,
by changing variables from g to g′gg′−1 for some fixed g′ ∈ G. By the formula
above, we obtain
K+ (t, x, x)ρ = (dimV ρ) g′ ·
∫
G
g ·K+ (t, g−1 (g′−1x) , g′−1x) χρ (g) dg ◦ g′−1
= g′ ·K+ (t, g′−1x, g′−1x)ρ ◦ g′−1.
Equivalently, as sections of Hom (E,E), for all g ∈ G,
K+ (t, gx, gx)ρ = g •K+ (t, x, x)ρ = g ·K+ (t, x, x)ρ ◦ g−1.
Furthermore, since the calculations above certainly apply to K−,
trK± (t, gx, gx)ρ = trK± (t, x, x)ρ ,
strK (t, gx, gx)ρ = strK (t, x, x)ρ .(5.4)
Thus, these traces descend to functions on the orbit space. In order to evaluate
the integral of K± (t, x, x)ρ over a neighborhood of a singular stratum Σ, it is
sufficient to evaluate it over the normal bundle to Σ restricted to local sections
of Σ→ GΣ.
Note that the calculations above may be applied to nonelliptic kernels. In
particular, we may let D be a fiberwise equivariant elliptic operator; then the
calculations above apply to it.
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6. The Equivariant Index of an operator on a sphere
The purpose of this section is to do an explicit calculation of local heat trace
asymptotics of a very specific type of operator; this analysis will apply to a much
more general situation later in the paper. We will relate the local equivariant
supertrace of a heat operator on Euclidean space to that of the natural pullback
of the operator to the radial blowup of the origin. In what follows, we will make
very explicit choices in order to do the calculation, but the final result will be
independent of those choices.
6.1. Polar coordinate form of constant coefficient operator on Rk. In this
section, we consider the following situation. Let Q : C∞
(
Rk,Cd
)→ C∞ (Rk,Cd)
be an elliptic, first order, constant coefficient differential operator, where k ≥ 2.
Let
Q1 =
k∑
j=1
Aj∂j,
where by assumption Aj ∈ GL (d,C), and for any c = (c1, . . . , ck) ∈ Rk,
det (
∑
cjAj) = 0 implies c = 0. Note that
Q∗1 = −
k∑
j=1
A∗j∂j
We form the symmetric operator Q : C∞
(
Rk,Cd ⊕ Cd)→ C∞ (Rk,Cd ⊕ Cd)
Q =
(
0 Q∗1
Q1 0
)
=
k∑
j=1
(
0 −A∗j
Aj 0
)
∂j.
We write Q in polar coordinates (r, θ) ∈ (0,∞) × Sk−1, with x = rθ =
r (θ1, . . . , θk), as in Section 11
Q1 = Z
+
(
∂r +
1
r
QS+
)
, so that
Q =
(
0
(
∂r +
1
r
QS+
)∗
Z+∗
Z+
(
∂r +
1
r
QS+
)
0
)
.
The purpose of this section is to prove the formula∫
Bε(0)
αβ =
∫
Bε(∂ 12DSk)
α˜β +
−η (QS+,β)+ h (QS+,β)
2
,
where αβ = strKQ (t, x, x)
β is the supertrace of the equivariant heat kernel of Q2
restricted to sections of type β (β being an irreducible representation of a group
that commutes with Q), and where Bε (0) is the ball of radius ε around the origin
of Rk, and where α˜β and Bε
(
∂ 1
2
DSk
)
correspond to the same neighborhood after
a radial blowup of the origin confined to a smaller ball.
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In what follows, we will require another result. Assume Z = −Z∗, and
QS = QS∗ on the sphere, so that QSZ + ZQS = (k − 1)Z. (We note that
the second assumption is satisfied automatically; see Section 11.2.) Suppose that
q is a smooth, positive, real-valued function on a subinterval I of (0,∞), and let
Q˜ : C∞
(
I × Sk−1,Cd)→ C∞ (I × Sk−1,Cd) be defined by
Q˜ = Z
(
∂r +
1
q (r)
QS
)
.
Let
ds2 = [g (r)]2 dθ2 + dr2
be the metric on I × Sk−1, where g is a smooth positive function. The formal
adjoint of ∂r with respect to this metric is then
∂∗r = −∂r −
(k − 1) g′ (r)
g (r)
,
so that
Q˜∗ =
(
−∂r − (k − 1) g
′ (r)
g (r)
+
1
q (r)
QS
)
Z∗
= Z
(
∂r +
(k − 1) g′ (r)
g (r)
+
1
q (r)
QS − k − 1
q (r)
)
= Q˜+
[
(k − 1) g′ (r)
g (r)
− k − 1
q (r)
]
Z.(6.1)
6.2. An induced operator on a sphere. We now consider a new operator
induced from the operator in Section 6.1 as a symmetric operator on Cd ⊕ Cd-
valued functions on Sk ⊂ Rk+1; in particular, the metric and operator will be
chosen to agree exactly with the original operator near the south pole. Suppose
that H < O (k) acts on Rk+1 in the first k coordinates and isometrically on the
fibers Cdand commutes with Q defined in (11.2). Thus H represents on each
copy of Cd as a unitary representation. Further, every element of H commutes
with Z and with Qs. Using these operators, we will define a new operator on a
rank 2d bundle E = E+⊕E− over Sk ⊂ Rk+1 to obtain an H-equivariant elliptic
operator on Γ
(
Sk, E+ ⊕ E−) . In spherical coordinates (φ, θ) ∈ [0, pi] × Sk−1,
with φ corresponding to the (spherical) distance from the south pole xk+1 = −1,
the operator we consider is defined on the lower hemisphere Sk,s to be
Q =
 0 (∂φ + 1f(φ)QS+)∗ Z−
Z+
(
∂φ +
1
f(φ)
QS+
)
0

mapping C∞
(
Sk,s,Cd ⊕ Cd) to itself, where f (φ) is a function that is smooth
and positive on (0, pi) and such that f (φ) = φ for φ near zero and f (φ) = 1
near φ = pi
2
, so that the operator exactly agrees with the Euclidean operator Q
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near the south pole and is a cylindrical operator near the equator. We choose the
manifold metric ds2 = [g (φ)]2 dθ2 +dφ2 near the south pole and equator to agree
with the standard Euclidean metric and cylindrical metric, so that g (φ) = φ for
φ near zero and g (φ) = 1 for φ near pi
2
. By Equation (6.1),
(
∂φ +
1
f (φ)
QS+
)∗
= −∂φ − (k − 1) g
′ (φ)
g (φ)
+
1
f (φ)
QS+,
Again, we must choose the bundle metric so that Z is a unitary transformation,
so in fact Z+ and Z− = (Z+)∗ are unitary as maps from Cd to itself. We now
use the approach used in the index theory for manifolds with boundary to double
the operator (see, for example, [11]). On the upper hemisphere, we use the same
coordinates as on the reflection in the lower hemisphere so that the orientation
is reversed, and we identify the opposite parts of the bundle Cd ⊕ Cd via the
map Z over the cylinder. The operator Q has the same description in the upper
hemisphere as in the lower hemisphere. That is, let (θs, φs) be the coordinates in
the lower hemisphere, and let (θn, φn) be coordinates in the upper hemisphere.
Near the equator, the transition function is
θn = θs; φn = pi − φs.
The bundles Cd ⊕Cd over the upper and lower hemispheres are identified as fol-
lows. A section (L+ (θs, φs) , L− (θs, φs)) in the lower hemisphere is identified with
the section (U+ (θn, φn) , U− (θn, φn)) in the upper hemisphere near the equator if
Z+ (θs)
−1 L− (θs, φs) = U+ (θs, pi − φs) and
Z− (θs)
−1 L+ (θs, φs) = U− (θs, pi − φs) , or(
0 Z+ (θs)
−1
Z− (θs)
−1 0
)(
L+ (θs, φs)
L− (θs, φs)
)
=
(
U+ (θs, pi − φs)
U− (θs, pi − φs)
)
The bundle E+ is defined to be Cd⊕{0} over the lower hemisphere and {0}⊕Cd
(with identifications as above), and the bundle E− is defined similarly. The
operator Q can be extended to be well-defined on entire sphere, as follows. Define
it as before on the two hemispheres, and so that near the equator
Q
(
L+ (θs, φs)
L− (θs, φs)
)
=
(
0
(−∂φs +QS+)Z−
Z+
(
∂φs +Q
S+
)
0
)(
L+ (θs, φs)
L− (θs, φs)
)
=
(
0
(−∂φn +QS+)Z−
Z+
(
∂φn +Q
S+
)
0
)(
U+ (θs, φn)
U− (θs, φn)
)
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To check compatibility, we see that(
0
(−∂φn +QS+)Z−
Z+
(
∂φn +Q
S+
)
0
)(
U+ (θs, φn)
U− (θs, φn)
)
=
(
0
(
∂φs +Q
S+
)
Z−
Z+
(−∂φs +QS+) 0
)(
0 (Z+)
−1
(Z−)−1 0
)(
L+ (θs, φs)
L− (θs, φs)
)
=
( (−∂φs +QS+)L+ (θs, φs)
Z+
(−∂φs +QS+) (Z+)−1 L− (θs, φs)
)
We continue to simplify to obtain(
0
(−∂φn +QS+)Z−
Z+
(
∂φn +Q
S+
)
0
)(
U+ (θs, φn)
U− (θs, φn)
)
=
(
0 (Z+)
−1
(Z−)−1 0
)(
0
(−∂φs +QS+)Z−
Z+
(
∂φs +Q
S+
)
0
)(
L+ (θs, φs)
L− (θs, φs)
)
.
Thus, the newly defined elliptic differential operator Q on Γ
(
Sk, E+ ⊕ E−) is
well-defined. This operator is self adjoint, and remains H-equivariant by con-
struction. In fact Q has trivial kernel and thus zero index, and all possible
equivariant indices are likewise zero. Note that the bundle E is no longer trivial.
6.3. Local contribution of the heat supertrace near the south pole.
6.3.1. Local elements of the kernel. We now wish to compute the local supertrace
of the equivariant heat kernel associated to Q, in particular the part near the
south pole. Let β : H → GL (Vβ) denote an irreducible representation of H. We
know that the supertrace of e−tQ
2
restricted to sections of type β is the index of
Qβ = Q|
Γ(Sk,E+⊕E−)β , which is zero; however, the local supertrace need not be
trivial. Let u ∈ Γ (Sk, E+)β. Since H commutes with QS, Γ (Sk, E+)β is a direct
sum of eigenspaces of QS. Near the south pole we write
u (θs, φs) =
∑
λ
uλ (φs) fλ (θs) ,
where QSfλ = Q
S+fλ = λfλ.
If u ∈ Γloc
(
Sk, E+
)β
is a local smooth solution to the equation Qβu = 0 near
the south pole, then
∂φsuλ +
λ
φs
uλ = 0,
or
uλ (φs) = cλφ
−λ
s
for some cλ ∈ C. Note that for k > 2, λ < k2 − 1 if and only if φ−λs fλ (θs) provides
an element of the Sobolev space H1 that locally solves the differential equation
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(for k = 2, the condition is λ ≤ 0). Because kerQ is (globally) trivial, it is not
possible to continue this solution to a global H1 solution of Qu = 0 on the whole
sphere.
On the other hand, if v ∈ Γloc
(
Sk, E−
)β
is a local smooth solution to Qβu = 0,
then
Qβv =
(
∂φs +
1
φs
QS+
)∗
Z−v
=
(
−∂φs −
k − 1
φs
+
1
φs
QS+
)
Z−v
= Z−
(
∂φs +
1
φs
QS−
)
v = 0
so that w = Z−v ∈ Γloc
(
Sk, E+
)β
satisfies(
−∂φs −
k − 1
φs
+
1
φs
QS+
)
w = 0.
We write
w (θs, φs) =
∑
λ
wλ (φs) fλ (θs) ,
where as before QSfλ = Q
S+fλ = λfλ.
Then Qβ (Z−)−1w = 0 near the south pole implies
∂φswλ +
k − 1− λ
φs
wλ = 0,
or
wλ (φs) = eλφ
−k+1+λ
s
for some eλ ∈ C. Observe that for k>2, λ> k2 if and only if φ−k+1+λs (Z−)−1 fλ (θs)
provides an element of H1 that locally solves Qv = 0 (the condition is λ ≥ 1 for
k = 2). Because kerQ is (globally) trivial, it is not possible to continue this
solution (or a constant solution) to a global H1 solution of Q(Z−)−1w = 0 on
the whole sphere.
We remark further that if k > 2, the sections of E+ that satisfy Qβu = 0 on
the sphere minus a small neighborhood of the south pole that do extend to the
north pole are exactly those of the form
∑
λ> k
2
cλφ
−λ
s fλ (θs) near the south pole
(for k = 2 the sum is over all λ ≥ 1). If k > 2, the sections of E− that satisfy
Qβu = 0 on the sphere minus a small neighborhood of the south pole that do
extend to the north pole are exactly those of the form
∑
λ< k
2
−1 cλφ
−λ
s fλ (θs) near
the south pole (for k = 2 the sum is over all λ ≤ 0).
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6.3.2. A related boundary value problem. In this section, we will replace the index
problem for Qβ on the sphere with a related Atiyah-Patodi-Singer boundary
problem, and we will explicitly determine the difference between these indices
in terms of local heat kernel supertraces. Choose ε > 0 such that f (y) = y on
the 5ε-ball centered at the south pole. Consider all the data similar as before,
but we modify the operator near the south pole xk+1 = −1. We replace φs
by r (φs) = exp
(
Cε +
∫ φs
0
1
ψ(y)
dy
)
for small φs, where ψ : R→ R is a smooth
function such that ψ (y) = y in a neighborhood of y = 3ε and ψ (y) = ε for y ≤ ε,
and where Cε is a constant chosen so that Cε +
∫ 3ε
0
1
ψ(y)
dy = log (3ε). Suppose
that u (φs, θs) =
∑
λ< k
2
−1 cλφ
−λ
s fλ (θs) ∈ Γ
(
Sk, E+
)β
is a local H1 solution to
Qβu = 0 near the south pole. Then
u˜ (φs, θ) := u (r (φs) , θ) =
∑
λ< k
2
−1
cλr
−λfλ (θ)
=
∑
λ< k
2
−1
cλ exp
(
−λ
(
Cε +
∫ φs
0
1
ψ (y)
dy
))
fλ (θ)
are local solutions to the equation
Q˜u˜ = Z+
(
∂φs +
1
ψ (φs)
QS+
)
u˜ = 0.
(In the above sums, for k = 2 the condition λ < k
2
− 1 is replaced by λ ≤ 0.) For
φs < ε, the equation reads (
∂φs +
1
ε
QS+
)
u˜ = 0,
and for φs > 3ε, the equation reads(
∂φs +
1
f (φs)
QS+
)
u = 0.
Note that u˜ is H-equivariant, because the transformation above affects the φs
variable alone. Further, observe that the map u → u˜ is continuous with respect
to the C∞ norm and is injective, and the H1 condition on u translates to the
boundary condition (φs = 0)
P≥ k
2
−1 ( u˜|∂) = 0
(or P>0 ( u˜|∂) = 0 if k = 2) ,
where P≥ k
2
−1 is the spectral projection onto the span of the eigenspaces of
(
QS+
)β
corresponding to eigenvalues at least k
2
−1. Note that no such u˜ may be continued
to a global element of the kernel of the modified Qβ, by the reasoning used in the
previous section. Thus the boundary value problem for u˜ with spectral boundary
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condition as above yields no kernel, as does the original problem for Qβ on the
sphere.
Next, we modify the metric in a very specific way. We will choose the metric
so that
(6.2) ds2 = [g˜ (φs)]
2 dθ2 + dφ2s,
where g˜ (φs) = φs in a neighborhood of φs = 3ε (so that it agrees with the
Euclidean metric), and such that g˜ (φs) is constant if φs < ε (the cylindrical
metric). Then, if v ∈ Γ (Sk, E−)β is a local solution to the equation (Qβ)∗ v = 0,
then w = (Z−)−1 v satisfies
w˜ (φs, θ) := w (r (φs) , θ) =
∑
λ> k
2
cλr
−λfλ (θ)
=
∑
λ> k
2
cλg (φs)
−(k−1) exp
(
λ
(
Cε +
∫ φs
0
1
ψ (y)
dy
))
fλ (θ)
are local solutions to the equation(
−∂φs −
(k − 1) g˜′ (φs)
g˜ (φs)
+
1
ψ (φs)
QS+
)
w˜ = 0.
(In the sums above, if k = 2 then the condition λ > k
2
is replaced by λ ≥ 1.) For
φs < ε, the equation reads (
−∂φs +
1
ε
QS+
)
w˜ = 0,
and for φs > 3ε, the equation reads(
−∂φs −
(k − 1) g˜′ (φs)
g˜ (φs)
+
1
f (φs)
QS+
)
w˜ = 0.
This time w˜ satisfies the boundary condition (φs = 0)
P≤ k
2
(w˜|∂) = 0
(or P<1 (w˜|∂) = 0 if k = 2) ,
where P≤ k
2
is the spectral projection onto the span of the eigenspaces of
(
QS+
)β
corresponding to eigenvalues at most k
2
. Note that no such w˜ may be continued
to a global element of the kernel of the modified Qβ, by the reasoning used in the
previous section. Thus the index problem for the original Qβ (for u and w) is the
same as the boundary value “index problem” for u˜ and w˜ described as above.
Observe that the operator and metric now fit the conditions of the Atiyah-
Patodi-Singer theorem ([3]) for manifolds with boundary, but the boundary
conditions are not the same. More precisely, the related situation is that of the
equivariant version of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer for elliptic operators in
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[17, Theorem 1.2]. The equivariant theorem actually gives a formula for the
character indg (Q), which by ellipticity is a smooth function on H. We are inter-
ested in indβ (Q), which is easily computable from indg (Q) by determining the
β-component of the character. All of the parts of the equivariant index formula
(the integral of the heat supertrace, the eta invariant, and the dimension of the
kernel) are smooth functions on H and can be computed similarly. The resulting
equivariant eta invariant of any H-equivariant operator L is defined to be
(6.3) η
(
Lβ
)
=
∑
λβ 6=0
sign
(
λβ
) ∣∣λβ∣∣−s
∣∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
,
where β : H → U (Vβ) is an irreducible representation and where the sum is over
all nonzero eigenvalues (including multiplicities) of L restricted to the space of
sections of type β. (Recall that the eigenvalues grow as in Formula (3.3).)
The Atiyah-Patodi-Singer boundary conditions on the punctured sphere would
be
P≥0u˜ = 0; P<0w˜ = 0.
If these conditions are used instead of the conditions induced from the closed
manifold problem, note that again no such u˜ could be continued to the north
pole, because this would require that λ < 0 and λ > k
2
(or λ ≥ 1 for k = 2)
simultaneously. However, the possibility exists that some choices of w˜ could
be continued to sections of ker Qβ− over the north pole, requiring only that
0 ≤ λ < k
2
− 1 (or 0 ≤ λ ≤ 0 for k = 2). By Proposition 11.12, the only part of
the spectrum of QS+ in this range is the zero eigenvalue, and thus the equivariant
Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index of the modified Qβ is
(6.4) − h (QS+,β) := − dim kerQS+,β = − dimCd,β = − dimE+,β.
By the equivariant version of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer Theorem, we have that
−h (QS+,β) = ∫
1
2
DSk
α˜β − 1
2
(
η
(
QS+,β
)
+ h
(
QS+,β
))
=
∫ β
Sk−Bε(SP )
α˜β +
∫
Bε(∂ 12DSk)
α˜β − 1
2
(
η
(
QS+,β
)
+ h
(
QS+,β
))
, or
0 =
∫
Sk−Bε(SP )
α˜β +
∫
Bε(∂ 12DSk)
α˜β +
1
2
(−η (QS+,β)+ h (QS+,β)) ,
where α˜β is the the supertrace of the heat kernel of Qβ over the double DSk
of Sk (blown up at the south pole), where 1
2
DSk means the half of the double,
where Bε (SP ) means an ε-neighborhood of the south pole, and where η
(
QS+,β
)
is the eta invariant of QS+,β. The set Bε
(
∂ 1
2
DSk
)
means the ε-collar around the
boundary ∂ 1
2
DSk, so that 1
2
DSk =
(
Sk −Bε (SP )
) ∪ Bε (∂ 12DSk). Thus, if αβS
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denotes the local heat supertrace of the operator on the sphere,
0 = ind
(
Qβ
)
=
∫
Sk
αβS
=
∫
Sk−Bε(SP )
αβS +
∫
Bε(SP )
αβS
=
∫
Sk−Bε(SP )
α˜β +
∫
Bε(∂ 12DSk)
α˜β +
1
2
(−η (QS+,β)+ h (QS+,β)) .
If αβ denotes the Euclidean heat supertrace corresponding to the original operator
Qβ on Rk, ∫
Sk−Bε(SP )
αβS =
∫
Sk−Bε(SP )
α˜β +O (e−c/t) , and∫
Bε(0)
αβ =
∫
Bε(SP )
αβS +O
(
e−c/t
)
,
for some c > 0, since the local data is the same. Then
(6.5)
∫
Bε(0)
αβ =
∫
Bε(∂ 12DSk)
α˜β +
1
2
(−η (QS+,β)+ h (QS+,β))+O (e−c/t) ,
the contribution of the equivariant heat supertrace of the constant coefficient
operator Qβ in an ε-ball around the origin of Rk. As explained in Remark 11.13,
η
(
QS+,β
)
and h
(
QS+,β
)
are invariant under stable H-equivariant homotopies
of the original operator Q. We note that the formula above is scale invariant
and independent of all the various choices we made through the calculation. It
expresses the index contribution of the Euclidean neighborhood in terms of the
index contribution from the same neighborhood of the blown-up operator, where
a small ball around the center of the Euclidean neighborhood is replaced by
a collar. Because of the homotopy and scale invariance, this formula remains
valid if the operator is blown up in any way so that it is constant on the small
collared neighborhood and so that the spherical part QS+,β comes from the polar
coordinate expression. Similarly, the metric may be chosen in any way as long as
it is cylindrical on the collar.
6.4. The case k = 1. We repeat the analysis for the case k = 1. We consider a
operator Q : C∞
(
R,Cd ⊕ Cd)→ C∞ (R,Cd ⊕ Cd) of the form
Q = A∂x
=
(
0 Q∗1
Q1 0
)
=
(
0 −A∗1
A1 0
)
∂x =
{
A∂r if x > 0
−A∂r if x < 0 ,
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where by assumption A1 ∈ GL (d,C) and r = |x|. Suppose that H acts nontriv-
ially on R by multiplication by ±1, that H acts unitarily on each copy of Cd,
and that Q is H-equivariant. Let H0 be the (normal) subgroup of H that fixes
R; then H0 contains the identity component of H, and HupslopeH0 ∼= Z2. Let γ ∈ H
be chosen so that γH0 generates HupslopeH0. Then we have that
hA = Ah for all h ∈ H0, and
γA = −Aγ,
or if we write
h =
(
h+ 0
0 h−
)
, γ =
(
γ+ 0
0 γ−
)
,
we have
h− = A1h+A−11
γ− = −A1γ+A−11 .(6.6)
Further, if iλ ∈ iR {0} is an eigenvalue of A corresponding to eigenspace
Eiλ =
{(
v+
v−
)
: A
(
v+
v−
)
= iλ
(
v+
v−
)}
,
then
v− =
−i
λ
A1v+,
and
E−iλ =
{(
v+
−v−
)
:
(
v+
v−
)
∈ Eiλ
}
.
By (6.6), if W β+,|λ| is the subspace of Eiλ ∩ Cd+ = E−iλ ∩ Cd+ consisting of the
vectors of H-representation type [β, Vβ], then
W β−,|λ| :=
−i
λ
A1W
β
+,|λ|
∼= W β+,|λ|
is the subspace of Eiλ∩Cd− = E−iλ∩Cd− consisting of vectors of H-representation
type β, where β is the “conjugate” of β, defined up to equivalence as
β (h) = β (h) for all h ∈ H0, and
β (γ) = −β (γ) .
Observe that W β+,|λ| is the β part of the λ
2 eigenspace of A∗1A1 consisting of
vectors of type β, and W β−,|λ| is the β part of the λ
2 eigenspace of A1A
∗
1 consisting
of vectors of type β. Let P β±,|λ| : C
d± → W β±,|λ| denote the orthogonal projections.
We now calculate the local contribution
∫ ε
x=−ε α
β of the equivariant heat su-
pertrace corresponding to
Q2 =
( −A∗1A1 0
0 −A1A∗1
)
∂2x.
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We have that
Q2P β±,|λ| = −λ2∂2xP β±,|λ| = −λ2P β±,|λ|∂2x
Since the fundamental solution of ∂
∂t
−λ2 ∂2
∂x2
on R is 1|λ|√4pit exp
(− (x−y)2 / (4λ2t)),
if K (t, x, y) is the kernel of the operator e−tQ
2
on R, for 0 < δ < ε, we have
1
dimVβ
∫ δ
x=−δ
αβ =
∫ δ
x=−δ
∫
h∈H0
(
tr h ·K+ (t, x, x)− tr h ·K− (t, x, x)) χβ (h) dh
+
∫
h∈H0
(
tr γh ·K+ (t, γ−1x, x)− tr γh ·K− (t, γ−1x, x)) χβ (h) dh dx
=
∫
h∈H0
∑
|λ|,τ
2δ
|λ|√4pit
(
tr
(
h · P τ+,|λ|
)− tr (h · P τ−,|λ|)) χβ (h) dh
+
∫ δ
x=−δ
∫
h∈H0
∑
|λ|,τ
1
|λ| √4pit exp
(
− |2x|2
4λ2t
)tr
γh ·∑
|λ|,τ
P τ+,|λ|

−tr
γh ·∑
|λ|,τ
P τ−,|λ|
 χβ (h) dh dx.
Next, since
∫∞
−∞
1
|λ|√4pit exp
(
−|2x|2
4λ2t
)
dx = 1
2
,
1
dimVβ
∫ δ
x=−δ
αβ =
∑
|λ|,τ
2δ
|λ| √4pit
∫
h∈H0
(
tr
(
h · P τ+,|λ|
)− tr (h · P τ−,|λ|)) χβ (h) dh
+
1
2
∑
|λ|,τ
∫
h∈H0
(
tr
(
γh · P τ+,|λ|
)− tr (γh · P τ−,|λ|)) χβ (h) dh+O (e−c/t) .
By (3.1) we conclude that the contribution of the equivariant heat supertrace on
(−ε, ε) ⊂ R1 is, for any δ such that 0 < δ < ε,∫ ε
−ε
αβ =
∫
[−ε,ε][−δ,δ]
αβ +
1
2
(
dim
(
Cd+
)β − dim (Cd+)β)+O (e−c/t) .
In order to make our formulas consistent throughout the paper, we define for the
(equivariant) zero operator 0 : Cd+ → Cd−
(6.7) h
(
0β
)
:= dim
(
Cd+
)β
; η
(
0β
)
:= dim
(
Cd+
)β
,
so that
(6.8)
∫ ε
−ε
αβ =
∫
[−ε,ε][−δ,δ]
αβ +
1
2
(
h
(
0β
)− η (0β))+O (e−c/t) .
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7. Desingularizing along a singular stratum
7.1. Topological Desingularization. Assume that G is a compact Lie group
that acts on a Riemannian manifold M by isometries. We will construct a new
G-manifoldN that has a single stratum (of type [G0]) and that is a branched cover
of M , branched over the singular strata. A distinguished fundamental domain of
M0 in N is called the desingularization of M and is denoted M˜ . We also refer to
[1] for their recent related explanation of this desingularization (which they call
resolution).
A sequence of modifications is used to construct N and M˜ ⊂ N . Let Mj be a
minimal stratum. Let Tε (Mj) denote a tubular neighborhood of radius ε around
Mj, with ε chosen sufficiently small so that all orbits in Tε (Mj) \Mj are of type
[Gk], where [Gk] < [Gj]. Let
N1 = (M \ Tε (Mj)) ∪∂Tε(Mj) (M \ Tε (Mj))
be the manifold constructed by gluing two copies of (M \ Tε (Mj)) smoothly along
the boundary (see Section 7.3 for the codimension one case). Since the Tε (Mj) is
saturated (a union of G-orbits), the G-action lifts to N1. Note that the strata of
the G-action on N1 correspond to strata in M \ Tε (Mj). If Mk ∩ (M \ Tε (Mj))
is nontrivial, then the stratum corresponding to isotropy type [Gk] on N
1 is
N1k = (Mk ∩ (M \ Tε (Mj))) ∪(Mk∩∂Tε(Mj)) (Mk ∩ (M \ Tε (Mj))) .
Thus, N1 is a G-manifold with one fewer stratum than M , and M \Mj is dif-
feomorphic to one copy of (M \ Tε (Mj)), denoted M˜1 in N1. In fact, N1 is a
branched double cover of M , branched over Mj. If N
1 has one orbit type, then
we set N = N1 and M˜ = M˜1. If N1 has more than one orbit type, we repeat
the process with the G-manifold N1 to produce a new G-manifold N2 with two
fewer orbit types than M and that is a 4-fold branched cover of M . Again, M˜2 is
a fundamental domain of M˜1 \ {a minimal stratum}, which is a fundamental do-
main of M with two strata removed. We continue until N = N r is a G-manifold
with all orbits of type [G0] and is a 2
r-fold branched cover of M , branched over
M \M0. We set M˜ = M˜ r, which is a fundamental domain of M0 in N .
Further, one may independently desingularize M≥j, since this submanifold is
itself a closed G-manifold. If M≥j has more than one connected component, we
may desingularize all components simultaneously. The isotropy type of all points
of M˜≥j is [Gj], and M˜≥jupslopeG is a smooth (open) manifold.
7.2. Modification of the metric and differential operator. We now more
precisely describe the desingularization. If M is equipped with a G-equivariant,
transversally elliptic differential operator on sections of an equivariant vector
bundle over M , then this data may be pulled back to the desingularization M˜ .
Given the bundle and operator over N j, simply form the invertible double of the
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operator on N j+1, which is the double of the manifold with boundary N j \Tε (Σ),
where Σ is a minimal stratum on N j.
Specifically, we modify the metric equivariantly so that there exists ε > 0
such that the tubular neighborhood B2εΣ of Σ in N
j is isometric to a ball of
radius 2ε in the normal bundle NΣ. In polar coordinates, this metric is ds2 =
dr2 + dσ2 + r2dθ2σ, with r ∈ (0, 2ε), dσ2 is the metric on Σ, and dθ2σ is the metric
on S (NσΣ), the unit sphere in NσΣ; note that dθ
2
σ is isometric to the Euclidean
metric on the unit sphere. We simply choose the horizontal metric on B2εΣ to be
the pullback of the metric on the base Σ, the fiber metric to be Euclidean, and
we require that horizontal and vertical vectors be orthogonal. We do not assume
that the horizontal distribution is integrable.
Next, we replace r2 with f (r) = [g˜ (r)]2 in the expression for the metric, where
g˜ is defined as in (6.2), so that the metric is cylindrical for small r.
In our description of the modification of the differential operator, we will need
the notation for the (external) product of differential operators. Suppose that
F ↪→ X pi→ B is a fiber bundle that is locally a metric product. Given an oper-
ator A1,x : Γ (pi
−1 (x) , E1)→ Γ (pi−1 (x) , F1) that is locally given as a differential
operator A1 : Γ (F,E1) → Γ (F, F1) and A2 : Γ (B,E2) → Γ (B,F2) on Hermitian
bundles, we define the product
A1,x ∗ A2 : Γ (X, (E1  E2)⊕ (F1  F2))→ Γ (X, (F1  E2)⊕ (E1  F2))
as the unique linear operator that satisfies locally
A1,x ∗ A2 =
(
A1  1 −1 A∗2
1 A2 A∗1  1
)
on sections of (
E1  E2
F1  F2
)
of the form
(
u1  u2
v1  v2
)
, where u1 ∈ Γ (F,E1), u2 ∈ Γ (B,E2), v1 ∈ Γ (F, F1),
v2 ∈ Γ (B,E2). This coincides with the product in various versions of K-theory
(see, for example, [2], [35, pp. 384ff]), which is used to define the Thom Isomor-
phism in vector bundles.
Let D = D+ : Γ (N j, E+) → Γ (N j, E−) be the given first order, transversally
elliptic, G-equivariant differential operator. Let Σ be a minimal stratum of N j.
Here we assume that Σ has codimension at least two. We modify the metrics and
bundles equivariantly so that there exists ε > 0 such that the tubular neighbor-
hood Bε (Σ) of Σ in M is isometric to a ball of radius ε in the normal bundle NΣ,
and so that the G-equivariant bundle E over Bε (Σ) is a pullback of the bundle
E|Σ → Σ. We assume that near Σ, after a G-equivariant homotopy D+ can be
written on Bε (Σ) locally as the product
D+ = (DN ∗DΣ)+ ,
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where DΣ is a transversally elliptic, G-equivariant, first order operator on the
stratum Σ, and DN is a G-equivariant, first order operator on Bε (Σ) that is
elliptic on the fibers. If r is the distance from Σ, we write DN in polar coordinates
as
DN = Z
(
∇E∂r +
1
r
DS
)
where Z = −iσ (DN) (∂r) is a local bundle isomorphism and the map DS is a
purely first order operator that differentiates in the unit normal bundle directions
tangent to SxΣ.
We modify the operator DN on each Euclidean fiber of NΣ
pi→ Σ exactly as
in Section 6.3.2; the result is a G-manifold M˜ j with boundary ∂M˜ j, a G-vector
bundle E˜j, and the induced operator D˜j, all of which locally agree with the
original counterparts outside Bε (Σ). We may double M˜
j along the boundary
∂M˜ j and reverse the chirality of E˜j as described in Section 6.2 for the case
of a hemisphere and in general in [11, Ch. 9]. Doubling produces a closed
G-manifold N j, a G-vector bundle Ej, and a first-order transversally elliptic
differential operator Dj. This process may be iterated until all orbits of the
resulting G-manifold are principal. The case where some strata have codimension
1 is addressed in the following section.
7.3. Codimension one case. We now give the definitions of the previous sec-
tion for the case when there is a minimal stratum Σ of codimension 1. Note that
this means that the isotropy subgroup H corresponding to Σ contains a princi-
pal isotropy subgroup of index two. Again we modify the metrics and bundles
equivariantly so that the tubular neighborhood BεΣ of Σ in M is isometric to a
ball of radius ε in the normal bundle NΣ and so that the G-equivariant bundle
E over Bε (Σ) is a pullback of the bundle E|Σ → Σ. Near Σ, D+ can be written
on Bε (Σ) locally as the product
(7.1) D+ = (DN ∗DΣ)+ ,
where DΣ is a transversally elliptic, G-equivariant, first order operator on the
stratum Σ, and DN is a G-equivariant, first order operator on Bε (Σ) that is
elliptic on the fibers. If r is the distance from Σ, we write DN away from Σ as
DN = Z
(
∇E∂r +
1
r
DS
)
= Z∇E∂r
where Z = −iσ (DN) (∂r) is a local bundle isomorphism and the map DS = 0.
In this case, there is no reason to modify the metric inside Bε (Σ). The
equivariant “desingularization” of M along Σ is the manifold with boundary
M˜ = MBδ (Σ) for some 0 < δ < ε; the singular stratum is replaced by the
boundary ∂M˜ = Sδ (Σ), which is a two-fold cover of Σ and whose normal bundle
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is necessarily oriented (via ∂r). The double M
′ is identical to the double of M˜
along its boundary, and as in the previous section M ′ contains one less stratum.
7.4. Discussion of operator product assumption. We now explain specific
situations that guarantee that, after a G-equivariant homotopy, D+ may be writ-
ten locally as a product of operators as in (7.1) over the tubular neighborhhood
Bε (Σ) over a singular stratum Σ. This demonstrates that this assumption is
not overly restrictive. In [39], a large variety of examples of naturally defined
transversal operators similar to Dirac operators are explored and shown under
suitable conditions to provide all possible index classes of equivariant transver-
sally elliptic operators. The principal symbols of these operators always have
the form described below, and they almost always satisfy one of the spinc con-
ditions. We also emphasize that one might think that this assumption places
conditions on the curvature of the normal bundle NΣ; however, this is not the
case for the following reason. The condition is on the G-homotopy class of the
principal transverse symbol of D. The curvature of the bundle only effects the
zeroth order part of the symbol. For example, if Y → X is any fiber bundle over
a spinc manifold X with fiber F , then a Dirac-type operator D on Y has the form
D = ∂X ∗DF + Z, where DF is a family of fiberwise Dirac-type operators, ∂X is
the spinc Dirac operator on X, and Z is a bundle endomorphism.
First, we show that if D+ is G-homotopic to a transversal Dirac operator at
points of Σ, and if either Σ is spinc or its normal bundle NΣ→ Σ is (fiberwise)
spinc, then it has the desired form. Moreover, we also remark that certain op-
erators, like those resembling transversal de Rham operators, always satisfy this
splitting condition with no assumptions on Σ.
Let NF be normal bundle of the foliationF by G-orbits in Σ, and let NΣ be
the normal bundle of Σ in M . Suppose that (after a G-homotopy) the principal
transverse symbol of D+ (evaluated at ξ ∈ N∗xF ⊕ N∗xΣ) at points x ∈ Σ takes
the form of a constant multiple of Clifford multiplication. That is, we assume
there is an action c of Cl (NF ⊕NΣ) on E and a Clifford connection ∇ on E
such that the local expression for D is given by the composition
Γ (E)
∇→ Γ (E⊗T ∗M) proj→ Γ (E⊗(N∗F⊕N∗Σ)) ∼=→ Γ (E⊗(NF⊕NΣ)) c→ Γ (E) .
The principal transverse symbol σ (D+) at ξx ∈ T ∗xΣ is
σ
(
D+
)
(ξx) =
q∑
j=1
ic (ξx) : E
+
x → E−x
Suppose NΣ is spinc; then there exists a vector bundle S = S+ ⊕ S− → Σ
that is an irreducible representation of Cl (NΣ) over each point of Σ, and we let
EΣ = EndCl(NΣ) (E) and have
E ∼= S⊗̂EΣ
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as a graded tensor product, such that the action of Cl (NF ⊕NΣ) ∼=
Cl (NΣ) ⊗̂Cl (NF) (as a graded tensor product) on E+ decomposes as(
c (x)⊗ 1 −1⊗ c (y)∗
1⊗ c (y) c (x)∗ ⊗ 1
)
:
(
S+ ⊗ EΣ+
S− ⊗ EΣ−
)
→
(
S− ⊗ EΣ+
S+ ⊗ EΣ−
)
(see [6], [35]). If we let the operator ∂N denote the spinc transversal Dirac operator
on sections of pi∗S → NΣ, and let DΣ be the transversal Dirac operator defined
by the action of Cl (NF) on EΣ, then we have
D+ =
(
∂N ∗DΣ
)+
up to zeroth order terms (coming from curvature of the fiber).
The same argument works if instead we have that the bundle NF → Σ is spinc
in addition to the assumption that D restricts to a transversal Dirac operator on
the stratum Σ. In this case there exists a spinc Dirac operator ∂Σ on sections of
a complex spinor bundle over Σ is transversally elliptic to the orbit foliation F ,
and we have a formula of the form
D+ =
(
DN ∗ ∂Σ
)+
,
again up to zeroth order terms.
Even if NΣ→ Σ and NF → Σ are not spinc, many other first order operators
have splittings as in Equation (7.1). For example, if D+ is a transversal de Rham
operator from even to odd forms, then D+ is the product of de Rham operators
in the NΣ and NF directions.
8. Heat Kernel Splitting Formula
8.1. Tensor Products of Representations. If H is a compact Lie group and
V = V1⊗V2 is a tensor product of H-modules, and if
{[
σj,Wσj
]
: j ≥ 0} are the
irreducible unitary representations of H, counted only up to equivalence, then we
define the integers γjab (Clebsch-Gordan coefficients) as
γjab = multiplicity of σj in σa ⊗ σb
= rank HomH
(
Wσj ,Wσa ⊗Wσb
)
,
and
Wσa ⊗Wσb ∼=
⊕
j
γjabWσj .
Quite often these integers are 1 or 0 (see [38], [34]). For example, if σ0 denotes
the trivial representation, then
γ0ab =
{
1 if σb = σ
∗
a
0 otherwise
It is important to realize that for fixed j, as above there may be an infinite
number of γjab that are nonzero. On the other hand, if two of the numbers a, b, j
are fixed, then only a finite number of the γjab are nonzero as the third index
varies over all possibilities.
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8.2. Decomposition near an orbit. With notation as before, let Σ be a min-
imal stratum of the G-action on the vector bundle E →M , corresponding to an
isotropy type [H]. We modify the metrics and bundles equivariantly so that there
exists ε > 0 such that the tubular neighborhood BεΣ of Σ in M is isometric to a
ball of radius ε in the normal bundle NΣ (endowed with the natural product-like
metric), and so that the G-equivariant bundle E over BεΣ is a pullback of the
bundle E|Σ → Σ.
Choose Σα = GΣ
H
α ⊆ Σ to be a component of Σ relative to G (Definition 4.1).
Note that Σ is partitioned into a finite number of such components, which is the
number of components of GΣ. We assume that
E|Σα = EN⊗̂EΣ,
the graded tensor product of two G-vector bundles over Σα as in Section 7. We
extend BεΣ to a sphere bundle SΣ
pi−→ Σ by modifying the metric near the
boundary and doubling. We wish to compute the local supertrace of a heat oper-
ator corresponding to a G-equivariant, transversally elliptic operator, restricted
to sections of type ρ, on SΣ|Σα . Let Ox be an orbit in Σα ⊆ Σ, with x ∈ ΣH , and
let SOx → Ox, respectively BOx → Ox, be the restriction of the Euclidean sphere
bundle SΣ
pi−→ Σ , respectively BεΣ→ Σ. By the constructions in Section 7, the
group action, tensor product structure, and the equivariant operator naturally
extend from BεΣ to SΣ, and the local supertraces of the heat operators on BεΣ
and SΣ agree in a neighborhood of Σ, up to O (e−c/t) for some c > 0. The space
of sections Γ ( SOx , E) satisfies
Γ
(
SOx , E|Ox
) ∼= Γ(Ox, FN⊗̂EΣ∣∣Ox) ,
Γ
(
SΣ|Σα , E|Σα
) ∼= Γ (Σα, FN⊗̂EΣ) ,
where FN → Σ is the infinite dimensional equivariant vector bundle whose fiberis
FN,z = Γ
(
SΣz, EN |SΣz
)
, z ∈ Σα.
Observe that FN,gx and EΣ,gx are Ggx-modules, where Ggx = gGxg
−1 ∼= H. If F bN
is a fine component of FN associated to (α, [σ]) as in Definition 4.3, let
• W b = Wα,[σ] be the canonical isotropyG-bundle adapted to F bN (Definition
4.9, Lemma 4.8),
• mb be the associated multiplicity of each irreducible isotropy representa-
tion present in W b,
• db be the associated representation dimension of each irreducible isotropy
representation present in W b (and thus F bN), and
• nb be the inequivalence number, the number of inequivalent irreducible
representation types present in W b (and thus F bN).
• Note rank (W b) = mbdbnb.
We remark that at this time there are an infinite number of such components
F bN , but soon we will restrict to a finite number.
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With notation as above, let [ρ, Vρ] be an irreducible unitary G-representation.
We will restrict a transversally elliptic, G-equivariant differential operator to the
space Γ
(
Σ, FN⊗̂EΣ
)ρ
of sections of type ρ. By Frobenius reciprocity,
HomG
(
Vρ,Γ
(Ox, FN⊗̂EΣ)) ∼= HomH (VRes(ρ), (FN⊗̂EΣ)x)
∼=
⊕
b
HomH
(
VRes(ρ),
(
F bN⊗̂EΣ
)
x
)
.(8.1)
If {σa} is the finite set of H-representation types present in EΣ,x and {σj} is
the finite set of H-representation types present in VRes(ρ), then by the remarks
in the previous subsection, the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients γjap are nonzero only
for a finite number of irreducible representation types [σp]. Therefore, only a
finite number of b satisfy
HomH
(
VRes(ρ),
(
F bN⊗̂EΣ
)
x
) 6= 0.
Moreover, if we consider all such b over every x ∈ Σα ⊆ Σ, only a finite number
of b would yield a nonzero HomH
(
VRes(ρ),
(
F bN⊗̂EΣ
)
x
)
. Let B be this finite set
of indices, and thus we have
Γ
(
Σα, FN⊗̂EΣ
)ρ
=
⊕
b∈B
Γ
(
Σα, F
b
N⊗̂EΣ
)ρ
.
In the equation above, we may of course replace the smooth sections with the L2
sections.
Let K (t, yx, yx)
ρ , y ∈ SΣx denote the heat kernel of a G-equivariant transver-
sally elliptic first-order symmetric operator D∗D of the form D = DN ∗ DΣ on
Γ
(
Σα, FN⊗̂EΣ
)
; we further restrict this kernel to Γ (BOx , E)
ρ or Γ (SOx , E)
ρ. We
assume that DN is a family of first order elliptic operators on fibers FN,x, and we
also assume DN is G-equivariant, with corresponding local equivariant fiberwise
heat kernel KN . We likewise assume that DΣ is a first order transversally elliptic
operator on sections of EΣ over Σ with equivariant heat kernel KΣ.
Consider a small ε-tubular neighborhood Tε ⊂ Σα ⊆ Σ, Tε ∼= G×H Dε around
a fixed orbit Ox in Σ, where x ∈ Dε ⊂ ΣH is a ball transverse to Ox. The space
of sections L2
(
Tε, F
b
N⊗̂EΣ
)ρ
decomposes using Lemma 4.12 as
L2
(
Tε, F
b
N⊗̂EΣ
)ρ ⊗ nb⊕
j=1
HomH
(
W bj
∣∣
Dε
, W bj
∣∣
Dε
)
∼=
nb⊕
j=1
HomH
(
W bj
∣∣
Dε
, F bN
∣∣
Dε
)
⊗̂L2
(
Tε, W˜
b
j ⊗ EΣ
)ρ
∼=
nb⊕
j=1
HomH
(
W bj
∣∣
Dε
,Wσj
)
⊗ HomH
(
Wσj , F
b
N
∣∣
Dε
)
⊗̂L2
(
Tε, W˜
b
j ⊗ EΣ
)ρ(8.2)
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with the isomorphism given by evaluation, and then D ⊗ 1 acts by
1 ⊗DN⊗̂ (1⊗DΣ)ρ. Here, corresponding to the normalizer-conjugate represen-
tations
[
σj,Wσj
]
is the isotypical decomposition W b
∣∣
Dε
=
⊕
j
W bj of the canonical
isotropy G-bundle W b, which we may define over the small transversal neighbor-
hood Dε, and W˜
b
j → Tε is the bundle G ×H W bj → G ×H Dε ∼= Tε. Note that
W b
∣∣
Tε
=
⊕
j
W˜ bj , and the multiplicity of the irreducible H-representation actually
present in each W˜ bj,p ismb, with p ∈ ΣH∩Tε. Each bundle HomH
(
W bj
∣∣
Dε
, W bj
∣∣
Dε
)
∼= Cm2b ×Dε is trivial.
Given an operator P , let Et (P ) = exp (−tP ∗P ) denote the associated heat
operator (defined through context). We wish to calculate the local supertrace
of Et (D) = exp (−tD∗D) on L2
(
Tε, F
b
N⊗̂EΣ
)ρ
, which is the same as 1
m2bnb
times
the local supertrace of Et (D) ⊗ 1 =Et (D ⊗ 1) on L2
(
Tε, F
b
N⊗̂EΣ
)ρ ⊗
nb⊕
j=1
HomH
(
W bj
∣∣
Dε
, W bj
∣∣
Dε
)
. According to the operator product assumption and
decomposition (8.2), we then have the pointwise supertrace formula
str
(
Et (D)
b,ρ on Tε
)
y
=
1
m2bnb
nb∑
j=1
tr (1σj)xstr
(
Et
(
Db,jN
))
x
str
(
Et
(
1b,j ⊗DΣ
)ρ)
y
,
x ∈ Dε, y ∈ [(x, p)] ∈ Tε,
since supertraces are multiplicative on graded tensor products and where 1σj is the
identity bundle map on HomH
(
W bj
∣∣
Dε
,Wσj
)
→Dε and 1b,j is the identity bundle
map on W˜ bj → Tε. Here Db,jN means the restriction of DN to HomH
(
Wσj , F
b
N
)
,
and so the supertrace str
(
Et
(
Db,jN
))
x
is the same as 1
db
str
(
Et
(
D
σj
N
))
x
, where
D
σj
N is the restriction of DN to
F
σj
N,x = Γ
(
SΣx, EN |SΣx
)σj , x ∈ Dε.
Then
str
(
Et (D)
b,ρ on Tε
)
y
=
1
mbnbdb
nb∑
j=1
str
(
Et
(
D
σj
N
))
x
str
(
Et
(
1b,j ⊗DΣ
)ρ)
y
,
x ∈ Dε, y ∈ [(x, p)] ∈ Tε.
By (6.5) and (6.8), the integral of the pointwise supertrace
str
(
Et
(
D
σj
N
))
p
(zp, zp) over a small normal ball zp ∈ BNε containing p in SpΣ
is the same as∫
zp∈BNε
str
(
Et
(
D
σj
N
))
p
(zp, zp) ∼
∫
zp∈B˜Nε
str
(
Et
(
D˜
σj
N
))
p
(zp, zp)
+
1
2
(−η (DS+,b,j)+ h (DS+,b,j)) ,
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with the tilde corresponding to the equivariant desingularization of the origin as
in Section 7.
We now discuss a general situation. Let u be an eigenvector of a G-equivariant
fiberwise operator L on a fiber Ex of an equivariant bundle over a G-manifold
X with single orbit type GupslopeH. Assume that x ∈ XH , and n ∈ N (H). Then
nu is an eigensection of L over Enx with the same eigenvalue. Moreover, if u is
an element of an H-irreducible subspace of type σ, then nu is an element of an
irreducible subspace of type σn. This implies that the Schwarz kernel KL of L
at x is mapped to the kernel KL of L at nx by conjugation by n, and thus the
kernel KσL,x restricted to sections of type σ at x is conjugate to the kernel K
σn
L,nx
at nx (see also equations (5.3), (5.4)). Moreover, the kernels KL, K
σ
L, K
σn
L vary
smoothly as a function of x ∈ XH , and in fact any fiberwise spectral invariant of
L must vary continuously with x ∈ XH .
Next, consider the special case where L : Γ (X,E) → Γ (X,E) has integer
eigenvalues (as in the case of the operators DS+ – see Corollary 11.12 and Remark
11.13). Then the eigenvalues of L, Lσ, and Lσ
n
must be locally constant on XH .
This implies that if n ∈ N (H) maps a connected component XHα ⊂ XH to
itself, then all spectral invariants of Lσ and Lσ
n
are identical and constant, when
restricted to XHα . Now, let U be an open subset of X
H
α , and let E
b be a fine
component of E. If [σ] , [σ′] ∈ Ĥ are different representation types present in
a specific Eb
∣∣
U
, then a consequence of the argument above is that all spectral
invariants of Lσ|U and Lσ
′∣∣
U
are identical and constant.
As a result, in the displayed formula above, 1
2
(−η (DS+,b,j)+ h (DS+,b,j)) is
independent of j and is a constant on each connected component ΣHα of Σ
H (and
thus on Σα = GΣ
H
α ⊂ Σ). In particular,
1
2
(−η (DS+,b,j)+ h (DS+,b,j)) = 1
2nb
(−η (DS+,b)+ h (DS+,b)) ,
where DS+,b refers to the restriction of DS+ to the sections in the fine component
F bN . We now integrate over p ∈ Tε to get∫
BNε (Tε)
str
(
Et (D)
b,ρ
)
(zp, zp)
=
1
mbnbdb
nb∑
j=1
∫
Tε
∫
zp∈BNε
str
(
Et
(
D
σj
N
))
p
(zp, zp) str
(
Et
(
1b,j ⊗DΣ
)ρ)
(p, p)
∼ 1
mbnbdb
nb∑
j=1
∫
Tε
∫
zp∈B˜Nε
str
(
Et
(
D˜
σj
N
))
p
(zp, zp) str
(
Et
(
1b,j ⊗DΣ
)ρ)
(p, p)
+
1
mbnbdb
∫
Tε
1
2nb
(−η (DS+,b)+ h (DS+,b)) nb∑
j=1
str
(
Et
(
1b,j ⊗DΣ
)ρ)
(p, p)
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=
∫
B˜Nε (Tε)
str
(
Et
(
D˜
)b,ρ )
(zp, zp)
+
1
2mbn2bdb
(−η (DS+,b)+ h (DS+,b)) ∫
Tε
str
(
Et
(
1b ⊗DΣ
)ρ)
(p, p) ,
where 1b ⊗DΣ is the differential operator on W b ⊗ EΣ over the G-manifold Σα.
Thus, in calculating the small t asymptotics of∫
Bε(U)
strK (t, zp, zp)
ρ =
∫
str (Et (D)
ρ) (zp, zp) with Et (D)
ρ = exp (−tD∗D)ρ,
it suffices to calculate the right hand side of the formula above over the region
Bε and sum over fine components b ∈ B, using the heat kernel coming from the
blown up manifold. Thus, by integrating over any open saturated subset U of
Σα ⊆ Σ, we conclude that as t→ 0,∫
Bε(U)
strK (t, zp, zp)
ρ ∼
∫
B˜ε(U)
strK (t, zp, zp)
ρ
+
∑
b
1
2nbrank (W b)
(−η (DS+,b)+ h (DS+,b)) ∫
p∈U
strKbΣ (t, p, p)
ρ ,(8.3)
with strKbΣ (t, p, p)
ρ = str
(
Et
(
1b ⊗DΣ
)ρ)
(p, p) is the local heat supertrace cor-
responding to the operator 1b ⊗DΣ on Γ
(
U,W b ⊗ EΣ
)ρ
.
9. The Equivariant Index Theorem
9.1. Reduction formula for the heat supertrace. As before, let E be a
graded Hermitian vector bundle over a closed Riemannian manifold M , such
that a compact Lie group G acts on (M,E) by isometries. Let D = D+ :
Γ (M,E+) → Γ (M,E−) be a first order, transversally elliptic, G-equivariant
differential operator. Let Σ be a minimal stratum of the G-manifold M . We
modify the metrics and bundles equivariantly so that there exists ε > 0 such that
the tubular neighborhood BεΣ of Σ in M is isometric to a ball of radius ε in
the normal bundle NΣ, and so that the G-equivariant bundle E over Bε (Σ) is a
pullback of the bundle E|Σ → Σ. We assume that D+ can be written on each
saturated open set U contained in Bε (Σ) as the product
D+ = (DN ∗DΣ)+ ,
where DΣ is a transversally elliptic, G-equivariant, first order operator on the
stratum Σ, and DN is a G-equivariant, family of elliptic first order operators
on the fibers of Bε (Σ). In fact, we only require that D
+ is of this form after
an equivariant homotopy. Further, we may assume that DN is a first order
operator with coefficients frozen at Σ so its restriction to a normal exponential
neighborhood BεΣx, x ∈ Σ, is a constant coefficient operator. If r is the distance
from Σ, we can write DN in polar coordinates as
DN = Z
(
∇E∂r +
1
r
DS
)
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where Z = −iσ (DN) (∂r) is a local bundle isomorphism and the map DS is a
purely first order operator that differentiates in the unit normal bundle directions
tangent to SxΣ. Note that we allow this to make sense if Σ has codimension one
by setting DS = 0 and ∂r to be the inward-pointing vector.
Let ρ : G → U (Vρ) be an irreducible representation. Let U be a saturated (ie
G-invariant) open subset of M such that GU is connected. From Equation
(5.2), we wish to compute the quantity
IU =
∫
x∈Σ∩U
∫
zx∈Bε(Σ)x∩U
str (K (t, (x, zx) , (x, zx))
ρ) |dzx| |dx| ,
where we choose coordinates w = (x, zx) for the point exp
⊥
x (zx), where x ∈ Σ,
zx ∈ Bε = Bε (Nx (Σ) , 0), and exp⊥x is the normal exponential map. In the expres-
sion above, |dzx| is the Euclidean density on Nx (Σ), and |dx| is the Riemannian
density on Σ. Recall that K (t, (x, zx) , (x, zx))
ρ is a map from E
Res(ρ)
(x,zx)
= E
Res(ρ)
x
to itself.
First, observe that the small t asymptotics of this integral over Bε (Σ)∩U may
be computed using a heat kernel for another differential on a neighborhood of
a different manifold, as long as all the local data (differential operator, vector
bundles, metrics) are the same. In particular we may use the manifold SΣ as in
the previous section. Using Equation (8.3),
Ii,U ∼
∫
˜Bε(Σ)∩U
str
(
K˜ (t, x˜, x˜)ρ
)
|dx˜|
− 1
2
∑
b∈B
1
nbrank W b
(
η
(
DS+,b
)− h (DS+,b)) ∫
x∈Σ∩U
str
(
KbΣ (t, x, x)
ρ) |dx| ,
where ∼ means equal up to O (tk) for large k, where ˜Bε (Σ) ∩ U is the funda-
mental domain in the desingularization of Bε (Σ)∩U and where K˜ is the suitably
modified heat kernel. We note that the equation above remains true if Σ is of
codimension 1, because in this case DS+,b = 0b, and we use the definitions (6.7).
Let M˜ be the equivariant desingularization of M along Σ, and let E˜± be the
equivariant bundles over M˜ induced from E± with transversally elliptic opera-
tors D˜± (see Section 7.1). Let K˜± (t, ·, ·)β denote the equivariant heat kernels
corresponding to the extensions of D˜∓D˜±+C−λβ to the double of M˜ restricted
to sections of type β (with reversed orientations of the induced bundles E˜± in
the usual way). Then the heat kernel supertrace formula becomes∫
x∈U
str (K (t, x, x)ρ) |dx| ∼
∫
U˜
str
(
K˜ (t, x˜, x˜)ρ
)
|dx˜|
+
1
2
∑
b∈B
1
nbrank W b
(−η (DS+,b)+ h (DS+,b)) ∫
G(U∩Σ)
str
(
KbΣ (t, x, x)
ρ
)
|dx| .
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The heat kernel KbΣ is that corresponding to the operator (1⊗DΣ)ρ induced by
the operator 1⊗DΣ on Γ
(
Σ,W b ⊗ EΣ
)
on the quotient G (U ∩ Σ) as described
in Section 4.1.
We assemble the results above into the following theorem.
Theorem 9.1. (Reduction Formula for the Equivariant Supertrace) Let E be a
graded Hermitian vector bundle over a closed Riemannian manifold M , such that
a compact Lie group G acts on (M,E) by isometries. Let Σ denote a minimal
stratum. Let D+ : Γ (M,E+)→ Γ (M,E−) be a first order, transversally elliptic,
G-equivariant differential operator. We modify the metrics and bundles equivari-
antly so that there exists ε > 0 such that the tubular neighborhood BεΣ of Σ in
M is isometric to a ball of radius ε in the normal bundle NΣ, and so that the
G-equivariant bundle E over Bε (Σ) is a pullback of the bundle E|Σ → Σ. We
assume that near Σ, D is G-homotopic to the product
D+ = (DN ∗DΣ)+ ,
where DΣ is a global transversally elliptic, G-equivariant, first order operator on
the stratum Σ, and DN is a G-equivariant, first order operator on BεΣ that is
elliptic and has constant coefficients on the fibers. If r is the distance from Σ, we
write DN in polar coordinates as
DN = Z
(
∇E∂r +
1
r
DS
)
where Z is a local bundle isomorphism and the map DS is a purely first order op-
erator that differentiates in the unit normal bundle directions tangent to SxΣ. Let
U be a saturated (ie G-invariant) open subset of M such that GU is connected.
Then as t→ 0,∫
x∈U
str (K (t, x, x)ρ) |dx| ∼
∫
U˜
str
(
K˜ (t, x˜, x˜)ρ
)
|dx˜|
+
1
2
∑
b∈B
1
nbrank W b
(−η (DS+,b)+h (DS+,b)) ∫
G(U∩Σ)
str
(
KbΣ (t, x, x)
ρ
)
|dx|i .
Here, the superscript W b → Σα is a canonical isotropy G-bundle over the com-
ponent Σα relative to G that contains U , K
b
Σ refers to the equivariant heat kernel
corresponding to a twist of DΣ by W
b → Σα. Since KbΣ is an equivariant heat
kernel on the component Σα, it induces a heat kernel KbΣ =
(
KbΣ
)ρ
on the quotient
GΣα. Also, U˜ is the equivariant desingularization of U along the stratum Σ,
and the kernel K˜ is the corresponding heat kernel of the double.
We refer the reader to Definitions 4.1 and 4.9. Note that only a finite number
(b ∈ B) of W b result in heat kernels KbΣ (t, x, x)ρ that are not identically zero, by
the discussion following (8.1).
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9.2. The main theorem. To evaluate indρ (D) as in Equation (5.2), we apply
Theorem 9.1 repeatedly, starting with a minimal stratum and then applying to
each double of the equivariant desingularization. After all the strata are blown
up and doubled, all of the resulting manifolds have a single stratum, and we may
apply the results of Section 4.1. We obtain the following result. In what follows,
if U denotes an open subset of a stratum of the action of G on M , U ′ denotes the
equivariant desingularization of U , and U˜ denotes the fundamental domain of U
inside U ′, as in Section 7. We also refer the reader to Definitions 4.1 and 4.9.
Theorem 9.2. (Equivariant Index Theorem) Let M0 be the principal stratum
of the action of a compact Lie group G on the closed Riemannian M , and let
Σα1,. . . ,Σαr denote all the components of all singular strata relative to G. Let
E → M be a Hermitian vector bundle on which G acts by isometries. Let D :
Γ (M,E+) → Γ (M,E−) be a first order, transversally elliptic, G-equivariant
differential operator. We assume that near each Σαj , D is G-homotopic to the
product DN ∗Dαj , where DN is a G-equivariant, first order differential operator
on BεΣ that is elliptic and has constant coefficients on the fibers and D
αj is a
global transversally elliptic, G-equivariant, first order operator on the Σαj . In
polar coordinates
DN = Zj
(
∇E∂r +
1
r
DSj
)
,
where r is the distance from Σαj , where Zj is a local bundle isometry (dependent
on the spherical parameter), the map DSj is a family of purely first order operators
that differentiates in directions tangent to the unit normal bundle of Σj. Then
the equivariant index indρ (D) satisfies
indρ (D) =
∫
GM˜0
Aρ0 (x) |˜dx| +
∑
j
β
(
Σαj
)
,
β
(
Σαj
)
=
1
2 dimVρ
∑
j
∑
b∈B
1
nbrank W b
(
− η
(
DS+,bj
)
+ h
(
DS+,bj
))∫
GΣ˜αj
Aρj,b (x) |˜dx| ,
where
(1) Aρ0 (x) is the Atiyah-Singer integrand, the local supertrace of the ordinary
heat kernel associated to the elliptic operator induced from D′ (blown-
up and doubled from D) on the quotient M ′0upslopeG, where the bundle E is
replaced by the bundle Eρ (see Section 4.1).
(2) Similarly, Aρi,b is the local supertrace of the ordinary heat kernel associated
to the elliptic operator induced from (1⊗Dαj)′ (blown-up and doubled
from 1 ⊗ Dαj , the twist of Dαj by the canonical isotropy bundle W b →
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Σαj) on the quotient Σ
′
αj
upslopeG, where the bundle is replaced by the space of
sections of type ρ over each orbit.
(3) η
(
DS+,bj
)
is the eta invariant of the operator DS+j induced on any unit
normal sphere SxΣαj , restricted to sections of isotropy representation
types in W bx, defined in (6.3) and in (6.7) for the codimension one case
when DS+,bj = 0
+,b
j . This is constant on Σαj .
(4) h
(
DS+,bj
)
is the dimension of the kernel of DS+,bj , restricted to sections
of isotropy representation types in W bx, again constant on on Σαj .
(5) nb is the number of different inequivalent Gx-representation types present
in each W bx, x ∈ Σαj .
Remark 9.3. Note that only a finite number (b ∈ B) of W b result in integrands
Aρj,b (x) that are not identically zero, by the discussion following (8.1).
Remark 9.4. If the stratum Σαj is a single orbit, then we have in the Theorem
above that
1
2 dimVρ
∑
j
∑
b∈B
1
nbrank W b
(
−η
(
DS+,bj
)
+ h
(
DS+,bj
))∫
GΣ˜αj
Aρj,b (x) |˜dx|
=
1
2 dimVρ
∑
σ
nρσ
dim (Wσ)
(−η (DS+,σ)+ h (DS+,σ)) ,
where the restriction of ρ to H is Res ([ρ, Vρ]) =
⊕
σ
nρσ [σ,Wσ].
Remark 9.5. Note that the quantities η
(
DS+,bj
)
and h
(
DS+,bj
)
are invariant
under equivariant stable homotopies of the operator D, as explained in Remark
11.13.
Theorem 9.6. (Invariant Index Theorem) With notation as in the last theorem,
if ρ0 is the trivial representation, then
indρ0 (D) =
∫
GM˜0
Aρ00 (x) |˜dx| +
∑
j
β
(
Σαj
)
,
β
(
Σαj
)
=
1
2
∑
j
∑
b∈B
1
nbrank W b
(
− η
(
DS+,bj
)
+ h
(
DS+,bj
))∫
GΣ˜αj
Aρ0j,b (x) |˜dx| ,
where b ∈ B only if W b corresponds to irreducible isotropy representations whose
duals are present in Eαj , the bundle on which Dαj acts.
Proof. If [σ,Wσ] , [τ,Wτ ] ∈ Ĥ, we have (Wσ ⊗Wτ )H = 0 unless τ ' σ∗, and in
this case (Wσ ⊗Wτ )H ∼= C. 
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10. Examples and Applications
10.1. Equivariant indices of elliptic operators. Clearly, Theorem 9.2 and
Theorem 9.6 apply when the G-equivariant differential operator D :
Γ (M,E+) → Γ (M,E−) is elliptic. In this case, the kernel and cokernel are
finite-dimensional representations ofG, and thus we have the fact that the Atiyah-
Singer index satisfies
ind (D) =
∑
[ρ]
indρ (D) dim (Vρ) ,
and the equivariant indices satisfy
indG (D) =
∑
[ρ]
indρ (D) [ρ] ∈ R (G)
indg (D) =
∑
[ρ]
indρ (D)χρ (g) ,
with all sums, integers, and functions above being finite. Even in this elliptic
case, the result of the main theorem was not known previously.
For example, suppose that D is a general Dirac operator over sections of a
Clifford bundle E that is equivariant with respect to the action of a Lie group G
of isometries of M . If we apply Theorem 9.2 to this operator, all of the operators
in the theorem are in fact Dirac operators. That is, the operators DN and DΣ are
Dirac operators formed by restricting Clifford multiplication and the connections
to the normal and tangent bundles of the stratum Σi. The spherical operators
DS
+
i are also Dirac operators induced on the unit normal bundles of the Σi.
Further, in calculating the Atiyah-Singer integrands on the quotients, note that
the operators on the orbit spaces are Dirac operators twisted by a bundle.
10.2. The de Rham operator. It is well known that if M is a Riemannian
manifold and f : M → M is an isometry that is homotopic to the identity, then
the Euler characteristic of M is the sum of the Euler characteristics of the fixed
point sets of f . We generalize this result as follows. We consider the de Rham
operator
d+ d∗ : Ωeven (M)→ Ωodd (M)
on a G-manifold, and the invariant index of this operator is the equivariant Euler
characteristic χG (M), the Euler characteristic of the elliptic complex consisting
of invariant forms. If G is connected and the Euler characteristic is expressed in
terms of its ρ-components, only the invariant part χG (M) = χρ0 (M) appears.
This is a consequence of the homotopy invariance of de Rham cohomology. Thus
χG (M) = χ (M) for connected Lie groups G. In general the Euler characteristic
is a sum of components
χ (M) =
∑
[ρ]
χρ (M) ,
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where χρ (M) is the alternating sum of the dimensions of the [ρ]-parts of the co-
homology groups (or spaces of harmonic forms). Since the connected component
G0 of the identity in G acts trivially on the harmonic forms, the only nontrivial
components χρ (M) correspond to representations induced from unitary repre-
sentations of the finite group GupslopeG0.
In any case, at each stratum Σαj of codimension at least two in a G-manifold,
we may write the de Rham operator (up to lower order perturbations) as
d+ d∗ = DN ∗DΣ,
where DN and DΣ are both de Rham operators on the respective spaces of forms.
Further, the spherical operator DS is simply
DS = −c (∂r) (d+ d∗)S , c (∂r) = dr ∧ −dry
where (d+ d∗)S is a vector-valued de Rham operator on the sphere. We will need
to compute the kernel of this operator, which is related to the harmonic forms on
the sphere; it is spanned by {1, dr, ω, dr ∧ ω}, where ω is the sphere volume form.
The eigenforms of this operator are integers, and if α+ dr ∧ β is an eigenform of
DS corresponding to eigenvalue λ, then
λ (α + dr ∧ β) = −c (∂r) (d+ d∗)S (α + dr ∧ β)
= −dr ∧ (d+ d∗)S α− (d+ d∗)S β,
so that
(d+ d∗)S α = −λβ; (d+ d∗)S β = −λα, or
(d+ d∗)S (α± β) = ∓λ (α± β) .
Also
DS (α− dr ∧ β) = −c (∂r) (d+ d∗)S (α− dr ∧ β)
= λdr ∧ β − λα = −λ (α− dr ∧ β) , and
DS (β ± dr ∧ α) = ±λ (β ± dr ∧ α) .
Thus the spectra of both DS and (d+ d∗)S are symmetric. Let [Gj] be the
isotropy type corresponding to the stratum Σαj . If we restrict to forms of
Gj-representation type σ, the forms α,β would necessarily be of that type, but
the symmetry of the spectra would remain. Thus for the de Rham operator,
η
(
DS+,σ
)
= 0
at each stratum. The dimension h
(
DS+,σ
)
of the kernel is not always the same;
the + component of the forms contains at most the span of {1, ω} if the codimen-
sion of the stratum is odd and at most the span of {1, dr ∧ ω} if the codimension
is even. Observe that 1, ω, and dr ∧ ω are invariant under every orientation-
preserving isometry, but ω and dr ∧ ω change sign under orientation reversing
isometries. Thus, the only representations of Gj that appear are the induced
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one-dimensional representations of Gj on the transverse volume form to Σαj . If
some elements of Gj reverse orientation of the normal bundle, then let ξGj denote
the relevant one-dimensional representation of Gj as ±1. Then
(10.1) h
(
DS+,σj
)
=

2 if σ = 1 and Gj preserves orientation
1 if σ = 1 and Gj does not preserve orientation
1 if σ = ξGj and Gj does not preserve orientation
0 otherwise
The orientation line bundle LNj → Σj of the normal bundle to Σj is a pointwise
representation space for the representation ξGj , and it is the canonical isotropy
G-bundle W b corresponding to
(
αj,
[
ξGj
])
. We may also take it to be a represen-
tation bundle for the trivial Gj-representation 1 (although the trivial line bundle
is the canonical one). The main theorem takes the form
indρ (d+ d∗)=
1
dimVρ
∫
GM˜0
Aρ0 (x) |˜dx| +
∑
j
β
(
Σαj
)
,
β
(
Σαj
)
=
1
2 dimVρ
∑
j
(
h
(
D
S+,ξGj
j
)
+ h
(
DS+,1j
))∫
GΣ˜αj
Aρj
(
x,LNj
) |˜dx|
=
1
dimVρ
∑
j
∫
GΣ˜αj
Aρj
(
x,LNj
) |˜dx|.
In this case it is useful to rewrite
∫
GΣ˜αj
Aρj
(
x,LNj
) |˜dx| as ∫
Σ˜αj
Kρj
(
x,LNj
) |˜dx|
before taking it to the quotient. We see that Kρj
(
x,LNj
)
is the Gauss-Bonnet
integrand on the orbit space of the desingularized stratum Σ˜αj , restricted to
LNj -twisted forms of type [ρ]. The result is the relative Euler characteristic∫
Σ˜αj
Kρj
(
x,LNj
) |˜dx| = χρ (Σαj , lower strata,LNj) ,
Here, the relative Euler characteristic is defined forX a closed subset of a manifold
Y as χ (Y,X,V) = χ (Y,V) − χ (X,V), which is also the alternating sum of the
dimensions of the relative de Rham cohomology groups with coefficients in a
complex vector bundle V → Y . The superscript ρ denotes the restriction to
the subgroups of these cohomology groups of G-representation type [ρ]. Note
that if Y is a GupslopeGj-bundle, χ (Y,V)ρ is the alternating sum of the dimensions
of subspaces of harmonic forms with coefficients in the G-bundle V → Y with
representation type [ρ]. Further, since Σαj is a fiber bundle over GΣαj with
fiber G-diffeomorphic to GupslopeGj, we have∫
Σ˜αj
Kρj
(
x,LNj
) |˜dx| = χρ (GupslopeGj,LNj)χ (GΣαj , Glower strata) ,
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by the formula for the Euler characteristic on fiber bundles. A similar formula
holds for the principal stratum, with no orientation bundle. Putting these facts
together with Theorem 9.2 and indρ (d+ d∗) = 1
dimVρ
χρ (M), we have the follow-
ing result.
Theorem 10.1. Let M be a compact G-manifold, with G a compact Lie group
and principal isotropy subgroup Hpr. Let M0 denote the principal stratum, and
let Σα1,. . . ,Σαr denote all the components of all singular strata relative to G. We
use the notations for χρ (Y,X) and χρ (Y ) as in the discussion above. Then
χρ (M) = χρ (GupslopeHpr)χ (GM,Gsingular strata)
+
∑
j
χρ
(
GupslopeGj ,LNj
)
χ
(
GΣαj , Glower strata
)
,
where LNj is the orientation line bundle of normal bundle of the stratum compo-
nent Σαj .
Example 10.2. Let M = Sn, let G = O (n) acting on latitude spheres (principal
orbits, diffeomorphic to Sn−1). Then there are two strata, with the singular
strata being the two poles (each with Euler characteristic 1). Without using the
theorem, since the only harmonic forms are the constants and multiples of the
volume form, we expect that
χρ (Sn) =
{
(−1)n if ρ = ξ
1 if ρ = ρ0 = 1 ,
where ξ is the induced one dimensional representation of O (n) on the volume
forms. We have that
χρ (GupslopeHpr) = χρ
(
Sn−1
)
=
{
(−1)n−1 if ρ = ξ
1 if ρ = ρ0 = 1 ,
and
χ (GM,Gsingular strata) = χ ([−1, 1] , {−1, 1})
= −1.
At each pole, the isotropy subgroup is the full O (n), which may reverse the
orientation of the normal space. Then
χρ
(
GupslopeGj,LNj
)
= χρ (pt) =
{
1 if ρ = ρ0 = 1,
0 otherwise.
Also, for each pole Σαj ,
χ
(
GΣαj , Glower strata
)
= χ (pt) = 1.
By Theorem 10.1, we have
χρ (Sn) =
{
(−1)n if ρ = ξ
−1 if ρ = ρ0 = 1
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+
{
0 if ρ = ξ
2 · 1 if ρ = ρ0
=
{
(−1)n if ρ = ξ
1 if ρ = ρ0 ,
which agrees with the predicted result.
Example 10.3. If instead the group Z2 acts on Sn by the antipodal map, note
that
χρ (Sn) =

1− 1 = 0 if ρ = ρ0 and n is odd
1 if ρ = ρ0 and n is even
1 if ρ = ξ and and n is even
0 otherwise
since the antipodal map is orientation preserving in odd dimensions and orien-
tation reversing in even dimensions. On the other hand, by Theorem 10.1, since
there are no singular strata, we have
χρ (Sn) = χρ (GupslopeHpr)χ (GM,Gsingular strata)
=
 1 · χ (RP
n) if ρ = ρ0 or ξ and n is odd
1 · χ (RP n) if ρ = ρ0 or ξ and n is even
0 · χ (RP n) otherwise
=
 0 if ρ = ρ0 or ξ and n is odd1 if ρ = ρ0 or ξ and n is even0 otherwise ,
which agrees with the direct computation.
Example 10.4. Consider the action of Z4 on the torus T 2 = R2upslopeZ2, where the
action is generated by a pi
2
rotation. Explicitly, k ∈ Z4 acts on
(
y1
y2
)
by
φ (k)
(
y1
y2
)
=
(
0 −1
1 0
)k (
y1
y2
)
.
Endow T 2 with the standard flat metric. The harmonic forms have basis
{1, dy1, dy2, dy1 ∧ dy2}. Let ρj be the irreducible character defined by k ∈
Z4 7→ eikjpi/2. Then the de Rham operator (d+ d∗)ρ0 on Z4-invariant forms
has kernel {c0 + c1dy1 ∧ dy2 : c0, c1 ∈ C}. One also sees that ker (d+ d∗)ρ1 =
span {idy1 + dy2}, ker (d+ d∗)ρ2 = {0}, and ker (d+ d∗)ρ3 = span {−idy1 + dy2}.
Then
χρ0
(
T 2
)
= 2, χρ1
(
T 2
)
= χρ3
(
T 2
)
= −1, χρ2 (T 2) = 0.
This illustrates the point that it is not possible to use the Atiyah-Singer integrand
on the quotient of the principal stratum to compute even the invariant index
alone. Indeed, the Atiyah-Singer integrand would be a constant times the Gauss
curvature, which is identically zero. In these cases, the three singular points
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a1 =
(
0
0
)
, a2 =
(
0
1
2
)
, a3 =
(
1
2
1
2
)
certainly contribute to the index. The
quotient T 2upslopeZ4 is an orbifold homeomorphic to a sphere.
We now compute the Euler characteristics χρ (T 2) using Theorem 10.1. First,
GupslopeHpr = G is four points on which G acts transitively, and thus χρ (GupslopeHpr) = 1
for each possible choice of ρ. We have χ (Z4T 2, {3 points}) = χ (S2, {3 points})
= −1. Each of the singular points a1, a2, a3 is one of the strata components Σαj ,
and thus χ
(
GΣαj , Glower strata
)
= 1 in each of these cases. We have the
isotropy subgroup at aj is
Gj = Gaj =
{
Z4 if j = 1 or 3
Z2 if j = 2
so that
χρ
(
GupslopeGj ,LNj
)
= χρ (GupslopeGj ) =
 1 if j = 1 or 3 and ρ = ρ01 if j = 2 and ρ = ρ0 or ρ20 otherwise
Then Theorem 10.1 implies
χρ (M) = 1 · (−1) +
 3 if ρ = ρ01 if ρ = ρ20 if ρ = ρ1 or ρ3
=
 2 if ρ = ρ00 if ρ = ρ2−1 if ρ = ρ1 or ρ3 ,
which agrees with the previous direct calculation.
10.3. Transverse Signature Operator. In this section we give an example of a
transverse signature operator that arises from an S1 action on a 5-manifold. This
is essentially a modification of an example from [2, pp. 84ff], and it illustrates
the fact that the eta invariant term does not always vanish. Let Z4 be a closed,
oriented, 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold on which Zp (p prime > 2) acts
by isometries with isolated fixed points xi, i = 1, . . . , N . Let M = S
1 ×Zp Z4,
where Zp acts on S1 by rotation by multiples of 2pip . Then S
1 acts on M , and
S1M ∼= ZpZ4. Observe that this group action can be viewed as a Riemannian
foliation by circles.
Next, let D+ denote the signature operator d + d∗ from self-dual to anti-self-
dual forms on Z4; this induces a transversally elliptic operator (also denoted by
D+). Then the S1-invariant index of D+ satisfies
indρ0
(
D+
)
= Sign
(
S1M
)
= Sign
(
ZpZ4
)
.
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By the Invariant Index Theorem (Theorem 9.6), Remark 9.4, and the fact that
the Atiyah-Singer integrand is the Hirzebruch L-polynomial 1
3
p1,
indρ0 (D) =
1
3
∫
M˜upslopeS1
p1 +
1
2
N∑
j=1
(
−η
(
DS+,ρ0j
)
+ h
(
DS+,ρ0j
))
,
where each DS+,ρ0j is two copies of the boundary signature operator
B = (−1)p (∗d− d∗)
on 2l-forms (l = 0, 1) on the lens space S3upslopeZp. We have h
(
DS+,ρ0j
)
= 2h (B) = 2
(corresponding to constants), and in [4] the eta invariant is explicitly calculated
to be
η
(
DS+,ρ0j
)
= 2η (B) = −2
p
p−1∑
k=1
cot
(
kmjpi
p
)
cot
(
knjpi
p
)
,
where the action of the generator ζ of Zp on S3 is
ζ · (z1, z2) =
(
e
2mjpii
p z1, e
2njpii
p z2
)
,
with (mj, p) = (nj, p) = 1. Thus,
(10.2) Sign
(
S1M
)
=
1
3
∫
ZpZ˜4
p1 +
1
p
N∑
j=1
p−1∑
k=1
cot
(
kmjpi
p
)
cot
(
knjpi
p
)
+N
Note that in [2, pp. 84ff] it is shown that
Sign
(
S1M
)
=
1
3
∫
ZpZ4
p1 +
1
p
N∑
j=1
p−1∑
k=1
cot
(
kmjpi
p
)
cot
(
knjpi
p
)
,
which demonstrates that
1
3
∫
ZpZ4
p1 − 1
3
∫
ZpZ˜4
p1 = N,
illustrating the difference in total curvature between the desingularization M˜ and
the original M .
10.4. Basic index theorem for Riemannian foliations. The content of this
section will be proved, generalized, and expanded in detail in [15]. Let M be an
n-dimensional, closed, connected manifold, and let F be a codimension q foliation
on M . Let Q denote the quotient bundle TMupslopeTF over M . Such a foliation
is called a Riemannian foliation if it is endowed with a metric on Q (called the
transverse metric) that is holonomy-invariant ; that is, the Lie derivative of that
transverse metric with respect to every leafwise tangent vector is zero. The metric
on Q can always be extended to a Riemannian metric on M ; the extended metric
restricted to the normal bundle NF = (TF)⊥ agrees with the transverse metric
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via the isomorphism Q ∼= NF . We refer the reader to [36], [37], and [43] for
introductions to the geometric and analytic properties of Riemannian foliations.
Let M̂ be the transverse orthonormal frame bundle of (M,F), and let p be the
natural projection p : M̂ → M . The Bott connection is a natural connection on
Q that induces a connection on M̂ (see [36, pp. 80ff] ). The manifold M̂ is a
principal O(q)-bundle over M . Given xˆ ∈ M̂ , let xˆg denote the well-defined right
action of g ∈ G = O(q) applied to xˆ. Associated to F is the lifted foliation F̂
on M̂ ; the distribution T F̂ is the horizontal lift of TF . By the results of Molino
(see [36, pp. 105-108, p. 147ff] ), the lifted foliation is transversally parallelizable
(meaning that there exists a global basis of the normal bundle consisting of
vector fields whose flows preserve F̂), and the closures of the leaves are fibers
of a fiber bundle pi : M̂ → Ŵ . The manifold Ŵ is smooth and is called the basic
manifold. Let F̂ denote the foliation of M̂ by leaf closures of F̂ , which is shown
by Molino to be a fiber bundle. The leaf closure space of (M,F) is denoted
W = MupslopeF = ŴupslopeG.
p∗E E
↘ ↓
SO (q) ↪→
(
M̂, F̂
)
pi−→ Ŵ
↓p 	 ↓
E → (M,F) pi−→ W
Endow (M̂, F̂) with the transverse metric gQ⊕ gO(q), where gQ is the pullback
of metric on Q, and gO(q) is the standard, normalized, biinvariant metric on the
fibers. We require that vertical vectors are orthogonal to horizontal vectors. This
transverse metric gives each of (M̂, F̂) and (M̂, F̂) the structure of a Riemannian
foliation. The transverse metric on (M̂, F̂) induces a well–defined Riemannian
metric on Ŵ . The action of G = O(q) on M̂ induces an isometric action on Ŵ .
For each leaf closure L̂ ∈ F̂ and x̂ ∈ L̂, the restricted map p : L̂ → L is a
principal bundle with fiber isomorphic to a subgroup Hx̂ ⊂ O(q), which is the
isotropy subgroup at the point pi(xˆ) ∈ Ŵ . The conjugacy class of this group
is an invariant of the leaf closure L, and the strata of the group action on Ŵ
correspond to the strata of the leaf closures of (M,F).
A basic form over a foliation is a global differential form that is locally the
pullback of a form on the leaf space; more precisely, α ∈ Ω∗ (M) is basic if for
any vector tangent to the foliation, the interior product with both α and dα is
zero. A basic vector field is a vector field V whose flow preserves the foliation. In
a Riemannian foliation, near any point it is possible to choose a local orthonormal
frame of Q represented by basic vector fields.
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A vector bundle E → (M,F) that is foliated may be endowed with a basic
connection ∇E (one for which the associated curvature forms are basic – see
[25]). An example of such a bundle is the normal bundle Q. Given such a
foliated bundle, a section s ∈ Γ (E) is called a basic section if for every X ∈ TF ,
∇EXs = 0. Let Γb (E) denote the space of basic sections of E. Note that the basic
sections of Q correspond to basic normal vector fields.
An example of another foliated bundle over a component of a stratum Mj
is the bundle defined as follows. Let E → M be any foliated vector bundle.
Let Σαj = pi (p
−1 (Mj)) be the corresponding stratum on the basic manifold Ŵ ,
and let W τ → Σαj be a canonical isotropy bundle (Definition 4.9). Consider the
bundle pi∗W τ⊗p∗E → p−1 (Mj), which is foliated and basic for the lifted foliation
restricted to p−1 (Mj). This defines a new foliated bundle Eτ → Mj by letting
Eτx be the space of O (q)-invariant sections of pi
∗W τ ⊗ p∗E restricted to p−1 (x).
We call this bundle the W τ -twist of E →Mj.
Suppose that E is a foliated Cl (Q) module with basic Cl (Q) connection ∇E
over a Riemannian foliation (M,F). Then it can be shown that Clifford multi-
plication by basic vector fields preserves Γb (E), and we have the operator
DEb : Γb
(
E+
)→ Γb (E−)
defined for any local orthonormal frame {e1, . . . , eq} for Q by
DEb =
q∑
j=1
c (ej)∇Eej
∣∣∣∣∣
Γb(E)
.
Then DEb can be shown to be well-defined and is called the basic Dirac operator
corresponding to the foliated Cl (Q) module E (see [21]). We note that this op-
erator is not symmetric unless a zeroth order term involving the mean curvature
is added; see [26], [28], [29], [21], [39], [23], [15] for more information regarding
essential self-adjointness of the modified operator and its spectrum. In the formu-
las below, any lower order terms that preserve the basic sections may be added
without changing the index.
Definition 10.5. The analytic basic index of DEb is
indb
(
DEb
)
= dim kerDEb − dim ker
(
DEb
)∗
.
As we will show in [15], these dimensions are finite, and it is possible to identify
indb
(
DEb
)
with the invariant index of a first order, O (q)-equivariant differential
operator D̂ over a vector bundle over the basic manifold Ŵ . By applying the
invariant index theorem (Theorem 9.6), we obtain the following formula for the
index. In what follows, if U denotes an open subset of a stratum of (M,F),
U ′ denotes the desingularization of U very similar to that in Section 7, and U˜
denotes the fundamental domain of U inside U ′.
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Theorem 10.6. (Basic Index Theorem for Riemannian foliations, in [15]) Let
M0 be the principal stratum of the Riemannian foliation (M,F), and let
M1, . . . , Mr denote all the components of all singular strata, corresponding to
O (q)-isotropy types [G1], . . . ,[Gr] on the basic manifold. With notation as in the
discussion above, we have
indb
(
DEb
)
=
∫
M˜0upslopeF
A0,b (x) |˜dx|+
∑
j
β (Mj)
β (Mj) =
1
2
∑
j,τ
1
nτ rank W τ
(
−η
(
DS+,τj
)
+ h
(
DS+,τj
))∫
M˜jupslopeF
Aτj,b (x) |˜dx|,
where the sum is over all components of singular strata and over all canonical
isotropy bundles W τ , only a finite number of which yield nonzero Aτj,b, and where
(1) A0,b (x) is the Atiyah-Singer integrand, the local supertrace of the ordinary
heat kernel associated to the elliptic operator induced from D˜Eb (a desingu-
larization of DEb ) on the quotient M˜0upslopeF , where the bundle E is replaced
by the space of basic sections of over each leaf closure;
(2) η
(
DS+,bj
)
and h
(
DS+,bj
)
are defined in a similar way as in Theorem 9.2,
using a decomposition DEb = DN ∗DMj at each singular stratum;
(3) Aτj,b (x) is the local supertrace of the ordinary heat kernel associated to
the elliptic operator induced from
(
1⊗DMj
)′
(blown-up and doubled from
1 ⊗ DMj , the twist of DMj by the canonical isotropy bundle W τ) on the
quotient M˜jupslopeF , where the bundle is replaced by the space of basic sections
over each leaf closure; and
(4) nτ is the number of different inequivalent Gj-representation types present
in a typical fiber of W τ .
An example of this result is the generalization of the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem
to the basic Euler characteristic. The basic forms Ω (M,F) are preserved by
the exterior derivative, and the resulting cohomology is called basic cohomology
H∗ (M,F). It is known that the basic cohomology groups are finite-dimensional
in the Riemannian foliation case. See [19], [29], [27], [28], [20] for facts about
basic cohomology and Riemannian foliations. The basic Euler characteristic is
defined to be
χ (M,F) =
∑
(−1)j dimHj (M,F) .
We have two independent proofs of the following Basic Gauss-Bonnet Theorem;
one proof uses the result in [7], and the other proof is a direct consequence of the
basic index theorem stated above (proved in [15]).
In the theorem that follows, we express the basic Euler characteristic in terms
of the ordinary Euler characteristic, which in turn can be expressed in terms of
an integral of curvature. We extend the Euler characteristic notation χ (Y ) for Y
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any open (noncompact without boundary) or closed (compact without boundary)
manifold to mean
χ (Y ) =
χ (Y ) if Y is closed
χ (1-point compactification of Y )− 1 if Y is open
Also, if L is a foliated line bundle over a Riemannian foliation (X,F), we define
the basic Euler characteristic χ (X,F ,L) as before, using the basic cohomology
groups with coefficients in the line bundle L.
Theorem 10.7. (Basic Gauss-Bonnet Theorem, announced in [40], proved in
[15]) Let (M,F) be a Riemannian foliation. Let M0,. . . , Mr be the strata of the
Riemannian foliation (M,F), and let OMjupslopeF denote the orientation line bundle
of the normal bundle to F in Mj. Let Lj denote a representative leaf closure in
Mj. With notation as above, the basic Euler characteristic satisfies
χ (M,F) =
∑
j
χ
(
MjupslopeF
)
χ
(
Lj,F ,OMjupslopeF
)
.
Remark 10.8. In [22, Corollary 1], they show that in special cases the only term
that appears is one corresponding to a most singular stratum.
10.5. The orbifold index theorem. A smooth orbifold or V-manifold is locally
diffeomorphic to the orbit space of discrete group action on a Euclidean ball.
Globally, such a space may always be rendered as the orbit space of a O (n)
action on a smooth manifold, such that all of the isotropy groups are finite and
the principal isotropy groups are trivial. The orbifold index theorem was proved
in [31], [32]; but we may now use Theorem 9.6 to express the index of an orbifold
elliptic operator in a slightly different way, because the orbifold index corresponds
to the invariant index of the induced transversally elliptic operator lifted to the
O (n) action. The integrals over the quotients are integrals over the orbifold
strata. According to Theorem 9.6, the index of an orbifold elliptic operator
D : Γ (M,E+)→ Γ (M,E−) over a Riemannian orbifold M is
ind (D) =
∫
M˜0
A0 (x) |˜dx| +
∑
j
β (Σj) ,
β (Σj) =
1
2
∑
j
∑
b∈B
1
nbrank W b
(
−η
(
DS+,bj
)
+ h
(
DS+,bj
))∫
Σ˜j
Aj,b (x) |˜dx| ,
where M˜0 is the principal stratum of the orbifold (manifold points) after equiv-
ariantly desingularizing along all singular strata and taking the quotient, and
each Σ˜i is the orbit space of the fundamental domain of a component of the
singular stratum Σj of the orbifold after desingularizing Σj along all singular
strata properly contained in the closure of Σj. Also, A0 (x) is the Atiyah-Singer
integrand for the operator D, and Aj,b (x) is the corresponding Atiyah-Singer in-
tegrand on the stratum Σj, where the restricted operator is modified by twisting
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by the canonical isotropy bundle W b of the isotropy subgroup of O (n). The op-
erators DS+,bj on the sphere fibers are defined as in the rest of the paper and in
Theorem 9.6.
On the other hand, the orbifold index theorem in [32] states that
ind (D) =
∫
M0
A0 (x) |dx|+
∑
i
1
mi
∫
Mi
Ai (x) |dx| ,
where A0 (x) is the Atiyah-Singer integrand for the operator D, and Ai (x) is the
corresponding Atiyah-Singer integrand on the set Mi. The set Mi is a connected
component of the blown-up singular set ΣM of the orbifold: if a neighborhood
of x is isometric to UxupslopeGx, with Gx < O (n) being the isotropy,
ΣM = {(x, (hx)) : x ∈M, (hx) is a nontrivial conjugacy class in Gx} .
The centralizer ZGx (h) of h ∈ Gx is not effective on Ux; the order of the trivially
acting subgroup of ZGx (h) the integer m(x,(hx)). This integer is constant on the
connected components Mi of ΣM , so that one may write mi = m(x,(hx)) for any
(x, (hx)) ∈ Mi. Clearly, the Kawasaki result is a different formula than that
resulting from our theorem, mainly because in our case the singular strata are
blown up. We note that in [31], a very similar formula to (10.2) above is provided
for the orbifold signature theorem.
11. Appendix: Generalized spherical harmonics
Collected here are the necessary facts concerning eigenvalues of spherical op-
erators arising from writing constant coefficient, first order differential operators
in polar coordinates.
11.1. Polar coordinate form of constant coefficient operator on Rk. We
consider the following situation. Let Q1 : C
∞ (Rk,Cd) → C∞ (Rk,Cd) be an
elliptic, first order, constant coefficient differential operator on Rk with k ≥ 2.
Let
Q1 =
k∑
j=1
Aj∂j,
where by assumption Aj ∈ GL (d,C), and for any c = (c1, . . . , ck) ∈ Rk,
det (
∑
cjAj) = 0 implies c = 0. Note that
Q∗1 = −
k∑
j=1
A∗j∂j
We form the symmetric operator Q : C∞
(
Rk,Cd ⊕ Cd)→ C∞ (Rk,Cd ⊕ Cd)
Q =
(
0 Q∗1
Q1 0
)
=
k∑
j=1
(
0 −A∗j
Aj 0
)
∂j
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We write Q in polar coordinates (r, θ) ∈ (0,∞) × Sk−1, with x = rθ =
r (θ1, . . . , θk), as
Q1 = Z
+
(
∂r +
1
r
QS+
)
, so that
Q =
(
0
(
∂r +
1
r
QS+
)∗
Z+∗
Z+
(
∂r +
1
r
QS+
)
0
)
= Z
(
∂r +
1
r
QS
)
,
where
Z+(r,θ) =
k∑
j=1
θjAj
and
QS+(r,θ) = r
k∑
j=1
(
Z+
)−1
Aj∂j −
k∑
j=1
xj∂j
= r
k∑
j=1
(
Z+
)−1
Aj
(
θj∂r +
1
r
∂
∂θj
)
−
k∑
j=1
rθj
(
θj∂r +
1
r
∂
∂θj
)
= r
(
Z+
)−1( k∑
j=1
Ajθj
)
∂r +
(
Z+
)−1 k∑
j=1
Aj
∂
∂θj
− r∂r −
k∑
j=1
θj
∂
∂θj
(11.1) QS+(r,θ) =
(
Z+
)−1 k∑
j=1
Aj
∂
∂θj
−
k∑
j=1
θj
∂
∂θj
=
(
Z+
)−1 k∑
j=1
Aj
∂
∂θj
.
Note that ∂
∂θj
and QS+ may be regarded as an operator on the sphere, and the
matrix Z is independent of the radial parameter r. Thus the adjoint of Z is also
independent of r. Since QS+ does not differentiate in the r direction, the formal
adjoint of QS+ restricted to the sphere is the same as the formal adjoint of QS+ as
an operator on Rk, restricted to functions that are locally constant in the radial
directions. Note that the formula above implies that if u is a constant vector in
Cd, then QS+u = 0. Because the formal adjoint of ∂r is −∂r − k−1r on Rk and by
the properties indicated above, we have(
∂r +
1
r
QS+
)∗
Z+∗ =
(
−∂r − k − 1
r
+QS+∗ ◦ 1
r
)
Z+∗
= −Z+∗
(
∂r +
k − 1
r
− (Z+∗)−1QS+∗ (Z+∗) ◦ 1
r
)
.
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Thus, we have that
Z =
(
0 Z−
Z+ 0
)
, QS =
(
QS+ 0
0 QS−
)
,
with
Z− = −Z+∗, QS− = (k − 1) I − r (Z−)−1QS+∗ (Z−) ◦ 1
r
.
Note that by the choice of polar coordinates, QS− is an operator on the sphere
and does not differentiate in the radial direction, so that
QS−
(
r
(
Z−
)−1)
=
[
(k − 1) I − r (Z−)−1QS+∗ (Z−) ◦ 1
r
](
r
(
Z−
)−1)
, or
rQS−
(
Z−
)−1
= r (k − 1) (Z−)−1 − r (Z−)−1QS+∗.
Multiplying on the left by 1
r
Z− and solving for QS+∗, we obtain
QS+∗ = (k − 1) I − Z−QS− (Z−)−1 , or
QS− = (k − 1) I − (Z−)−1QS+∗ (Z−) .
In summary, our operator Q : C∞
(
Rk,Cd ⊕ Cd)→ C∞ (Rk,Cd ⊕ Cd) satisfies
Q =
k∑
j=1
(
0 −A∗j
Aj 0
)
∂j
(11.2)
= Z
(
∂r +
1
r
QS
)
=
(
0 Z−
Z+ 0
)(
∂r +
1
r
(
QS+ 0
0 QS−
))
=
(
0 −Z+∗
Z+ 0
)(
∂r +
1
r
(
QS+ 0
0 (k − 1) I − (Z+∗)−1QS+∗ (Z+∗)
))
=
(
0 Z−
−Z−∗ 0
)(
∂r +
1
r
(
(k − 1) I − (Z−∗)−1QS−∗ (Z−∗) 0
0 QS−
))
,
and
(11.3) QS∗ = (k − 1) I − ZQSZ−1
In the case of a Dirac type operator, QS restricts to a Dirac-type operator on the
sphere that does not inherit the grading.
Note also that
(11.4) Z+(r,θ) =
1
r
k∑
j=1
xjAj, and Z
+∗
(r,θ) =
1
r
k∑
j=1
xjA
∗
j
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If we assume that Z+ is an isometry, then
(11.5)
(
Z+(r,θ)
)−1
=
1
r
k∑
j=1
xjA
∗
j .
Then
QS+(r,θ) = r
k∑
j=1
(
Z+
)−1
Aj∂j −
k∑
j=1
xj∂j =
k∑
j,l=1
xlA
∗
lAj∂j −
k∑
j=1
xj∂j,
so that QS+ fixes the vector space of polynomials in x that are homogeneous of
degree m, for m ≥ 0. A similar fact is true for (QS+)∗. In the following section,
it will be shown that in fact
(
QS+
)∗
= QS+ on appropriate subspaces of sections.
For future reference, note that QS+ is a continuous function of the matrices Aj.
11.2. Eigenvalues of QS+. Let
∆ = Q∗1Q1 =
∑
−A∗iAj∂i∂j
=
(
−∂r − k − 1
r
+
1
r
(
QS+
)∗)(
Z+
)∗
Z+
(
∂r +
1
r
QS+
)
, and
∆ =
(
−∂r − k − 1
r
+
1
r
(
QS+
)∗)(
∂r +
1
r
QS+
)
if we let Z+ be an isometry. Let
B (x) =
∑
−xixjA∗iAj,
which is, up to a sign, the principal symbol of ∆. Let Pm denote the vector space
of polynomials in x that are homogeneous of degree m with coefficients that are
d-dimensional complex vectors. We define the following Hermitian inner product
〈 · , · 〉 on Pm. Given any P,Q ∈ Pm, we write
P (x) =
∑
Pαx
α, Q (x) =
∑
Qαx
α
where α = (α1, . . . , αk) is a multiindex and x
α = xα11 x
α2
2 . . . x
αk
k . We define
〈P,Q〉 =
∑
α!Pα ·Qα,
where α! = α1! . . . αk!. Observe that
〈P,Q〉 = P (∂) ·Q (x),
where P (∂) means
∑
Pα∂α, and where P (∂) · Q (x) means
∑
α!Pα · Qβ∂αxβ.
Observe that 〈 · , · 〉 is a positive definite Hermitian inner product on Pm.
Proposition 11.1. For m ≥ 2, the linear map ∆: Pm → Pm−2 is onto. Also,
letting
Hm = ker ∆ ∩ Pm = kerQ1 ∩ Pm,
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the space Pm is the orthogonal direct sum
Pm =
bm/2c⊕
j=0
(B (x))2jHm−2j.
Proof. Observe that for every Q ∈ Pm−2 and every P ∈ Pm,
〈Q,∆P 〉 = Q (∂) ·B (∂)P (x)
=
∑
α,β,i,j
α!Qα · (−A∗iAjPβ)∂α
(
∂i∂jx
β
)
=
∑
α,β,i,j
α!
(−A∗jAiQα) · Pβ∂α (∂j∂ixβ)
= (BQ) (∂) · P (x) = 〈BQ,P 〉 .
If Q ∈ Pm−2 is orthogonal to ∆ (Pm), then the computation above implies that
every P ∈ Pm is orthogonal to BQ ∈ Pm, so BQ = 0 and thus Q = 0. (Here we
use the fact that Q1 and thus ∆ is elliptic.) Thus ∆: Pm → Pm−2 is onto. Also,
∆P = 0 if and only if 〈BQ,P 〉 = 0 for everyQ ∈ Pm−2, so Pm = Hm⊕B (x)Pm−2.
The result follows. 
Corollary 11.2. Let dm denote the dimension of Pm, which is d
(
m+ k − 1
m
)
.
The dimension hm of the space Hm is
hm =
{
dm − dm−2 if m ≥ 2
dm if m = 0, 1
Next, let
Q =
(
0 Q∗1
Q1 0
)
=
k∑
j=1
(
0 −A∗j
Aj 0
)
∂j
as above, so that
Q2 =
(
∆ 0
0 (Z+) ∆˜ (Z+)
−1
)
,
with
∆˜ =
(
Z+
)−1
Q1Q
∗
1Z
+.
Writing Q in polar form
Q = Z
(
∂r +
1
r
QS
)
,
note that a polynomial pm of degree m is in the kernel Hm = ker ∆ implies(
−∂r − k − 1
r
+
1
r
(
QS+
)∗)(
∂r +
1
r
QS+
)
pm = 0, or(
−m+ k − 2
r
+
1
r
(
QS+
)∗)(m
r
+
1
r
QS+
)
pm = 0, so that
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Since the vector space Hm of polynomials that are homogeneous of degree m in
ker ∆ is finite-dimensional and is fixed by QS+ and
(
QS+
)∗
, the following linear
algebra fact is relevant (thanks to George Gilbert and Igor Prokhorenkov):
Lemma 11.3. Suppose that L is an r × r complex matrix that satisfies
(L− aI) (L∗ − bI) = 0,
where L∗ is the adjoint (which is the conjugate transpose), a, b ∈ R, and I is the
identity matrix. Then L is Hermitian, and each eigenvalue is a or b.
Proof. If a = b, then L = aI, since if M is an r × r matrix with MM∗ = 0, then
M = 0. If a 6= b, then by taking adjoints we also have that (L− bI) (L∗ − aI) = 0.
Subtracting the two equations, we obtain
(a− b)L+ (b− a)L∗ = 0,
so that L = L∗ and is thus Hermitian, and since its minimal polynomial is a
factor of (x− a) (x− b), the result follows. 
Proposition 11.4. For any m ∈ Z≥0 the restriction HSm of Hm = Pm ∩ ker ∆ to
the unit sphere Sk−1 ⊂ Rk is the L2-orthogonal direct sum of the eigenspaces of
QS+ corresponding to eigenvalues −m and m+ k − 2.
Proof. Lemma 11.3 and Formula 11.6. 
Observe that d0 = dimP0 = dimH0 = h0 = d, and d1 = dimP1 = dimH1 =
h1 = dk. Letting Eλ denote the eigenspace of Q
S+ corresponding to eigenvalue
λ, by formula (11.1) we have
d = dimE0 + dimEk−2 ≥ d+ dimEk−2, so
dimE0 = d; dimEk−2 = 0.
Note that we do have similar facts for ker ∆˜, because also maps Pm to Pm−2.
If pm ∈ Pm ∩ ker ∆˜, we have
∆˜pm =
(
∂r +
1
r
QS+
)(
−∂r − k − 1
r
+
1
r
(
QS+
)∗)
pm
=
(
m− 1
r
+
1
r
QS+
)(
−m+ k − 1
r
+
1
r
(
QS+
)∗)
pm = 0,
which implies (
m− 1 +QS+) (− (m+ k − 1) + (QS+)∗) pm = 0.
Then, Lemma 11.3 implies the following.
Proposition 11.5. For any m ∈ Z≥0 the restriction H˜Sm of Pm ∩ ker ∆˜ to the
unit sphere Sk−1 ⊂ Rk is the L2-orthogonal direct sum of the eigenspaces of QS+
corresponding to eigenvalues −m+ 1 and m+ k − 1.
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Proposition 11.6. Let PSm denote the restriction of Pm to the unit sphere Sk−1 ⊂
Rk, and let HSm be defined similarly. Let Eλ denote the eigenspace of QS+ corre-
sponding to eigenvalue λ. Then
PSm = HSm +HSm−2 + . . .+HSm−2bm/2c
= E−m + . . .+ E0 + Ek−1 + . . .+ Em+k−2.
That is, PSm has a basis consisting of elements of ker ∆, restricted to Sk−1. Sim-
ilarly, letting H˜Sm denote the restriction of Pm ∩ ker ∆˜ to Sk−1, we have that
PSm = H˜Sm + H˜Sm−2 + . . .+ ˜HSm−2bm/2c
= E−m+1 + . . .+ E0 + Ek−1 + . . .+ Em+k−1.
In particular, we have that for all m ≥ 0,
dimE−m = dimEm+k−1
Proof. Clearly HSm−2j ⊂ PSm for 0 ≤ j ≤ bm/2c, since |x|2jHm−2j ⊂ Pm. Also,
the subspaces HSm,HSm−2, . . . ,HSm−2bm/2c are linearly independent. Otherwise, a
nontrivial polynomial in ker ∆ would be identically zero on Sk−1. By Proposition
11.4, we could write this vector-valued polynomial as a sum of eigenvectors of
QS+ and thus each eigenvector would have to be zero. Since eigenvalues of QS+
corresponding to distinct m ∈ Z≥0 are distinct, each such eigenvector is written
as a vector of polynomials of pure degree that is identically zero on the sphere.
Because any such polynomial is the zero polynomial, this implies that there is
no nontrivial polynomial in ker ∆ that is identically zero. Further, By counting
dimensions, the result follows. The second part of the corollary is proved in a
similar way. 
The denseness of polynomials in L2
(
Sk−1
)
and the formulas above imply the
following result.
Proposition 11.7. The spectrum of QS+ is discrete, and there is a basis of
L2
(
Sk−1,Cd
)
consisting of eigenvectors of QS+. The set of eigenvalues of QS+
is a subset of Q = {. . . ,−5,−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, k − 1, k, . . .}. Let µj denote the
multiplicity of the eigenvalue j ∈ Q. Then the nonnegative integers µj satisfy the
equations
µ0 = d , µ−j + µk−2+j = hj , and
µ−j = µj+k−1 =
j∑
m=0
(−1)j+m hm = dj − dj−1
= d
(
j + k − 2
j
)
for all j ≥ 0.
Remark 11.8. Observe that this gives a universal formula for the eigenvalues of
any such QS+ that depends only on the rank d and the dimension k.
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11.3. The equivariant case. Suppose that we have the setup as in Section 11.1
and 11.2, but that in addition we are given a subgroup H of O (k) that acts on
Rk in the obvious way and also acts unitarily on each summand of Cd⊕Cd, such
that the operator Q1 (and thus Q) commutes with the H-action. Then, given an
irreducible representation α : H → GL (V ), we consider the restriction of each
of the operators in the sections above to the space of vector-valued functions of
type α. Then the following generalizations of Propositions 11.4, 11.5, 11.6, and
11.7 are immediate.
Let the superscript α denote the restriction to the space of vector-valued func-
tions of type α.
Let dαm denote the dimension of (Pm)α = Pαm. As before, the dimension hαm of
the space Hαm = Pm ∩ (ker ∆)α is then
hαm =
{
dαm − dαm−2 if m ≥ 2
dαm if m = 1, 2
Proposition 11.9. For any m ∈ Z≥0 the restriction HS,αm of Hαm = Pm∩(ker ∆)α
to the unit sphere Sk−1 ⊂ Rk is the L2-orthogonal direct sum of the eigenspaces
of QS+,α corresponding to eigenvalues −m and m+ k − 2.
Proposition 11.10. For any m ∈ Z≥0 the restriction H˜S,αm of Pm ∩
(
ker ∆˜
)α
to
the unit sphere Sk−1 ⊂ Rk is the L2-orthogonal direct sum of the eigenspaces of
QS+,α corresponding to eigenvalues −m+ 1 and m+ k − 1.
Proposition 11.11. Let PS,αm denote the restriction of Pαm to the unit sphere
Sk−1 ⊂ Rk, and let HS,αm be defined similarly. Let Eαλ denote the eigenspace of
QS+,α corresponding to eigenvalue λ. Then
PS,αm = HS,αm +HS,αm−2 + . . .+HS,αm−2bm/2c
= Eα−m + . . .+ E
α
0 + E
α
k−1 + . . .+ E
α
m+k−2.
That is, PS,αm has a basis consisting of elements of (ker ∆)α, restricted to Sk−1.
Similarly, letting H˜S,αm denote the restriction of Pm ∩
(
ker ∆˜
)α
to Sk−1, we have
that
PS,αm = H˜S,αm + H˜S,αm−2 + . . .+ ˜HS,αm−2bm/2c
= Eα−m+1 + . . .+ E
α
0 + E
α
k−1 + . . .+ E
α
m+k−1.
In particular, we have that for all m ≥ 0,
dimEα−m = dimE
α
m+k−1
Proposition 11.12. The spectrum of QS+,α is discrete, and there is a basis of
L2
(
Sk−1,Cd
)α
consisting of eigenvectors of QS+,α. The set of eigenvalues
of QS+,α is a subset of Q = {. . . ,−5,−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, k − 1, k, . . .}. Let µαj
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denote the (possibly zero) multiplicity of the eigenvalue j ∈ Q. Then the nonneg-
ative integers µαj satisfy the equations
µα0 = dimCd,α , µα−j + µαk−2+j = hαj , and
µα−j = µ
α
j+k−1 =
j∑
m=0
(−1)j+m hαm = dαj − dαj−1 for all j ≥ 0.
Remark 11.13. Observe that this gives a universal formula for the eigenvalues
of any such QS+,α that depends only on the irreducible representation α and the
actions of H on Rk and on Cd. Furthermore, since QS+,α varies continuously with
the entries of the matrices Aj, we note that any continuous function of the set of
eigenvalues (such as the eta invariant or the dimension of an eigenspace) remains
constant as the matrices Aj vary continuously (and equivariantly). Furthermore,
any spectral function of the form ∑
λ∈σ(QS+,α)
f (λ) ,
such as the trace of the heat kernel or the zeta or eta functions, is invariant under
equivariant stable homotopies of the original operator Q.
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